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ABSTRACT
Studies from psychology conclude that “birds of a feather flock together”- or, in other
words, people tend to seek companionship with those who have a similar personality to their
own. Researchers in the fields of Linguistics and Psychology have found numerous markers that
differentiate the dialogue of extroverts from that of introverts. Recent work in Human Computer
Interaction has sought to understand the nature of creating and maintaining rapport between
humans and Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs).
Seeking an interdisciplinary approach that combines knowledge from HCI, Linguistics,
and Psychology, I sought to establish whether introverted users report the highest level of rapport
when matched with a similarly introverted agent or with an extraverted agent. This
understanding can establish a paradigm for creating the highest level of rapport between humans
and ECAs from verbal interaction.
Questions that I answered include: (1) Will all subjects establish a level of rapport with
the extraverted agent? (2) Will extraverted subjects matched with an introverted agent show the
lowest level of rapport? (3) If all subjects establish rapport with the extraverted agent, will
subjects report the highest level of rapport when interacting with the agent whose
extraversion level matches that of the subject?
Two agents representing an extrovert and an introvert were created by manipulating three
dialogue features. Using a task-oriented but informal setting, participants interacted with an
agent in an immersive environment.
Responses from participants to a 16-question survey were reviewed using statistical
analysis. New exploratory work using qualitative analysis to four free-response questions in the
same survey give new insights into both how humans interpret levels of extraversion, and what
vi

this means in terms of human-ECA interactions. I report the results of the study’s observations
and propose directions for future work.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
What a wonderful concept rapport!
Emblazoned in clinical lore.
But it dwells in defiance,
of the methods of science,
until we examine its core. 1
No longer just a notion of science fiction, the future of computer interface design will be to
augment current interfaces with linguistic capabilities such as personality and emotions. As seen
in Star Trek when "Data" implanted an “emotion chip” 2, we want our technology to not only be
useful, but to also have emotion and personality when it is in a social role.
Besides being physically capable of speech, humans are uniquely social creatures and tend to
find that spoken communication is the most efficient and comfortable way to interact with
others, including with technology. Evidence from previous research suggests that interfaces with
embodied characters are preferred to interfaces without the character since users report feeling
more comfortable speaking to a computer if their conversational partner has a visible presence
such as those in Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) 3.
The literature from psychology consistently states that humans prefer interacting with others
who have the same personality as, or are similar to, themselves, a characteristic of social
integration best summarized in the colloquial expression “birds of a feather flock together.”
Besides being represented in our choices for relationships, there is evidence that personality
types are borne out in the dialogue choices that people make on a daily basis4.

1Linda

Tickle-Degnen and Robert Rosenthal. "The nature of rapport and its nonverbal correlates," Psychological
inquiry 1, no. 4 (1990): 285-293.
2Tatsuya Nomura and Takayuki Kanda. "Who Expect Rapport with Robots? A Survey-Based Study for Analysis of
People’s Expectation." (2015)
3David Novick and Iván Gris. "Building rapport between human and ECA: A pilot study," Human-Computer
Interaction. Advanced Interaction Modalities and Techniques (2014): 472-480.
4Louis Milic. "Unconscious ordering in the prose of Swift," The Computer and Literary Style (1966): 79-106.
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Successful ECAs could serve in a number of useful applications, including education, caregiving, and training. To establish a basis for higher rates of success, research has been conducted
in the area of rapport, or in other words a sense of connection, felt by humans when interacting
with an ECA. However, as humans have initially responded more positively to extraverted
agents instead of agents with similar personalities to the users, questions remain as to whether
extraverted agents are the best match over time for developing rapport in human-computer
interactions. If humans treat computers the same as they would humans in interpersonal
communication, the question then becomes if long-term satisfying relationships can be
established with computer systems that exhibit a personality that is the same as the user.
Conversely, rapport is not expected to be established with systems that exhibit an opposing
personality.
This thesis seeks an answer to this question: while it has been shown that both introverted
and extraverted users like extraverted agents, will greater rapport be reported in interactions
where agents have the same personality type? In this thesis, I review general personality
characteristics and how those characteristics manifest themselves in speech. I create two unique
agents with dialogues based on the speech characteristics identified in the review, and then I test
and analyze the results from the interactions between users and agents.

2

CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF RELATED WORK
This thesis is interdisciplinary in nature, drawing upon research from a number of diverse
fields of study. The review comprises five sections: general personality characteristics, general
dialogue features, introvert versus extravert markers in dialogues, agents, and the nature of
rapport.

2.1

General Personality Characteristics
The word personality originates from the Latin personalitatem, to ‘sound through,’ which

referred to the mouth opening in an actor’s mask5.
Literature devoted to human personalities focuses primarily on providing a systematic
account of the ways in which individuals differ from one another. Personality can be described as
patterned sets of organized traits or dispositions that are permanent or slowly changing. These
sets uniquely influence a person’s behavior in various situations by guiding their attitudes and
emotional responses, and is considered a universal phenomenon of human psychology6.
While the literature discusses numerous personality traits and dimensions, the most
prominent structure is the “Big 5,” or Five Factor Model (FFM). The Big 5 comprises the
interpersonal behavior dispositions: neuroticism, extraversion, openness, agreeableness, and
conscientiousness. Within these five independent dimensions, each trait can be viewed on a scale
from “low” to “high” 7. Of these five dimensions, this thesis concerns only the extraversion
dimension, and will treat the extraversion personality dimension as a binary scale. This is to say
that if a person is high in extraversion, they are necessarily low in introversion, and vice versa.

5Clifford

Ivar Nass, and Scott Brave. Wired for speech: How voice activates and advances the human-computer
relationship (Cambridge: MIT press, 2005).
6Klaus R. Scherer "Speech and emotional states," Speech evaluation in psychiatry (1981): 189-220.
7Robert R. McCrae and Paul T. Costa Jr. "Personality trait structure as a human universal," American psychologist
52, no. 5 (1997): 509.
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Personality dispositions are expressed through externalized behaviors. The perceptual
representations of speech cues are part of the basis for the cognitive inference processes that lead
to a particular personality attribution to the speaker. Personality markers in speech are speech
cues that are associated with particular personality dispositions, and can be accurately perceived
and correctly interpreted by untrained listeners8. This instinctive ability to classify personality
enables people to quickly construct a model of a person they meet, and then to predict a wide
range of attitudes, behavior, and other properties that they expect to encounter during interaction.
In essence, the concept of personality gives us cues on what to expect from others, and how to
behave ourselves9.
The extraversion personality type may be a physically decided characteristic. Extraverted
individuals have different cortical blood-flow patterns and exhibit greater relative lefthemisphere activation, that may in turn explain linguistic differences between extraverts and
introverts, as the left hemisphere stores the main language modules10. As this thesis does not
propose to examine the inner workings of the brains and nervous systems of its participants, I
will turn to other more salient and visible traits in the literature to characterize extraversion.
Numerous studies have shown that introversion-extraversion is a consistent, salient, and
visible dimension of personality1112. Extraversion is made visible by both the intentional
communication of traits or states via verbal and nonverbal behavior, as well as by unintentional

8Klaus

Rainer Scherer. Personality markers in speech (Cambridge University Press, 1979).
Metze, Alan Black, and Tim Polzehl. "A review of personality in voice-based man machine interaction,"
Human-Computer Interaction. Interaction Techniques and Environments (2011): 358-367.
10Jean-Marc Dewaele and Adrian Furnham. "Personality and speech production: a pilot study of second language
learners," Personality and Individual Differences 28, no. 2 (2000): 355-365.
11Klaus R. Scherer. "Speech and emotional states," Speech evaluation in psychiatry (1981): 189-220.
12David C. Funder. "On the accuracy of personality judgment: a realistic approach," Psychological review 102, no. 4
(1995): 652.
9Florian
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behavioral or physiological reactions observable in behavior13. The most referenced description
of extraversion comes from Eysenck and Eysenck14 (1964), who pioneered the study of
personality dimensions.
The typical extravert is sociable, likes parties, has many friends, needs to have people to talk to, and does
not like reading or studying by himself. He craves excitement, takes chances, often sticks his neck out, acts
on the spur of the moment, and is generally an impulsive individual. He is fond of practical jokes, always
has a ready answer, and generally likes change; he is carefree, easy-going, optimistic, and likes “to laugh
and be merry.” He prefer to keep moving and doing things, tends to be aggressive and lose his temper
quickly; altogether his feelings are not kept under tight control, and he is not always a reliable person.
The typical introvert is a quiet retiring sort of person, introspective, fond of books rather than people; he is
reserved and distant except to intimate friends. He tends to plan ahead, “looks before he leaps,” and
distrusts the impulse of the moment. He does not like excitement, takes matters of everyday life with proper
seriousness, and likes a well-ordered mode of life. He keeps his feelings under close control, seldom
behaves in an aggressive manner, and does not lose his temper easily. He is reliable, somewhat pessimistic,
and places great value on ethical standards. (Eysenck & Eysenck 1964, p. 8)

Other research has expanded upon this description over the years. Extraversion is
typically displayed by “energetic” behavior, an outgoing and sociable attitude, seeking the
company of others15. Extraverts require more social interaction to feel the same amount of
stimulation and sense of well-being that an introvert would from less interaction1617. In addition,
extraversion can be further categorized by warmth with others, gregariousness, assertiveness,
excitement-seeking, and exhibiting positive emotion1819. While further research into further
dimensions of extraversion and introversion, such as “feeling” and “perceiving” in the MyersBriggs Type Indicator20, will not be considered at this time.

13Klaus R. Scherer. "Personality inference from voice quality: The loud voice of extroversion," European Journal of
Social Psychology 8, no. 4 (1978): 467-487.
14Sybil BG Eysenck, Hans J. Eysenck, and Paul Barrett. "A revised version of the psychoticism scale," Personality
and individual differences 6, no. 1 (1985): 21-29.
15Alexei V. Ivanov, et al. "Recognition of Personality Traits from Human Spoken Conversations," INTERSPEECH
(2011): 1549-1552.
16Klaus R. Scherer. "Speech and emotional states," Speech evaluation in psychiatry (1981): 189-220.
17Jean-Marc Dewaele, and Adrian Furnham. "Extraversion: The unloved variable in applied linguistic research,"
Language Learning 49, no. 3 (1999): 509-544.
18Robert R. McCrae and Paul T. Costa Jr. "Personality trait structure as a human universal," American psychologist
52, no. 5 (1997): 509.
19Karel Van den Bosch, et al. "Characters with personality!" Intelligent Virtual Agents (2012): 426-439.
20Katharine C Briggs. Myers-Briggs type indicator (Palo Alto, CA: Consulting Psychologists Press, 1976).
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2.2

General Dialogue Features
As speech production is mostly dictated by cognitive processes, we can assume a strong

relationship between speech acts and the underlying cognitive structure21. Features of dialogues
that do not feature exclusively the voice include proxemics, grounding, turn taking, gaze and
gaze aversion, and gestures.
There are four fundamental aspects of voices that indicate personality: volume, pitch,
pitch range, and speech rate. These aspects are applied by human listeners to both human
speakers and synthetic voices alike22 23. The body of research on vocal expression indicates that
emotional intensity is reliably encoded in the average pitch and energy level of speech. Vocal
and fluency aspects of speech include vocal energy and variability in intensity, energy
distribution in the voice spectrum, juncture pauses, and hesitation pauses24.
Another vocal feature is fluency, which can be assessed in two ways. One method is to
determine the speech rate, which is done by dividing the total speaking time including silent
periods by the number of words, or syllables. The other method, rate of articulation, is
determined by dividing vocalization time by an index for the number of linguistic units
produced25. This thesis considers only a reduced version of fluency, in that it proposes only to
measure word count.
Disruptions of speech flow, such as filled pauses, speech intrusions, false starts, tongue
slips, sentence corrections or changes, omissions and repetitions are considered as either speech

21Klaus

R. Scherer. "Speech and emotional states," Speech evaluation in psychiatry (1981): 189-220.
Nass, et al. "Can computer personalities be human personalities?," International Journal of HumanComputer Studies 43, no. 2 (1995): 223-239.
23Clifford Ivar Nass, and Scott Brave. Wired for speech: How voice activates and advances the human-computer
relationship (Cambridge: MIT press, 2005).
24Klaus R. Scherer. "Speech and emotional states," Speech evaluation in psychiatry (1981): 189-220.
25Klaus Rainer Scherer. Personality markers in speech (Cambridge University Press, 1979).
22Clifford
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discontinuities or as disturbances26. Pauses and hesitations were not considered in this thesis due
to technological constraints, and also due to the unclear relationship between disruptions and
anxiety or neuroticism27.

2.3

Introversion versus Extraversion Markers in Dialogue
Personality characteristics are revealed in the decision making of how and why a speaker

chooses to communicate using semantically equivalent but emotionally unique phrases28 29. Of
the “Big 5” personality dimensions, extraversion and agreeableness become apparent in
interpersonal interaction30, while neuroticism is more salient in texts31. The literature states that
the more complex the task and the higher the level of anxiety, the easier it is to differentiate
between introverts and extraverts32. In fact, extraversion is the easiest personality characteristics
to predict by both naïve human listeners and computers on the basis of voice and speech
alone333435.
Vocal aspects of speech carry meaning and also externalize the speaker’s level of
extraversion, but there are also some cultural biases where extraversion tends to be highly
attributed to speech rate rather than any other voice quality36. An example of a feature of

26Klaus

R. Scherer. "Speech and emotional states," Speech evaluation in psychiatry (1981): 189-220.
Furnham. "Language and personality," (1990).
28Diane S. Berry, James W. Pennebaker, Jennifer S. Mueller, and Wendy S. Hiller. "Linguistic bases of social
perception," Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin 23 (1997): 526-537.
29Cassell, Justine Cassell, Embodied conversational agents (MIT press, 2000).
30Adrian Furnham. "Language and personality," (1990).
31Jon Oberlander and A. Gill. "Individual differences and implicit language: personality, parts-of-speech and
pervasiveness," Proceedings of the 26th Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society (2004): 1035-1040.
32François Mairesse, et al. "Using linguistic cues for the automatic recognition of personality in conversation and
text," Journal of artificial intelligence research (2007): 457-500.
33Klaus R. Scherer. "Speech and emotional states," Speech evaluation in psychiatry (1981): 189-220.
34Alexei V. Ivanov, et al. "Recognition of Personality Traits from Human Spoken Conversations," INTERSPEECH
(2011): 1549-1552.
35Gelareh Mohammadi, et al. "From speech to personality: mapping voice quality and intonation into personality
differences," Proceedings of the 20th ACM international conference on Multimedia (2012): 789-792. .
36Klaus Rainer Scherer. Personality markers in speech (Cambridge University Press, 1979).
27Adrian
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extraversion being culturally biased is that extraverts in the United States seem to speak with a
louder voice and fewer hesitation pauses than German extraverts37. Nevertheless, in a very broad
overview, the dimensions that distinguish extraverts from introverts regardless of culture are
speech speed, formality level, syntactic complexity, presence of regional phonology, disfluency,
and vocal loudness38 39.
The first feature considered is speed. Extraverts tend to speak louder, talk more than they
listen, and use fewer hesitations40 41. This is in opposition to introverts who tend to listen more
than they speak42. The fast rate of speech by extraverts is judged to indicate high activity,
dynamism, and competence43.
Considering sociability, extraverts tend to give more orders, be persuasive, assume
responsibility44, and show more mixed initiative in dialogues than introverts, such as by
soliciting the opinions and input of others45. They are more likely to express wishes or opinions
for seeking information, disclose opinions when giving acknowledgment for received
information, express wishes in subjective terms, provide details when answering questions, and
give a positive opinion46. Extraverts reflect their sociability by referring to other people, express

37Klaus

R. Scherer. "Speech and emotional states," Speech evaluation in psychiatry (1981): 189-220.
Furnham. "Language and personality," (1990).
39Brigitte Krenn, et al. "Effects of Language Variety on Personality Perception in Embodied Conversational
Agents," Human-Computer Interaction. Advanced Interaction Modalities and Techniques (2014): 429-439.
40Klaus R. Scherer. "Speech and emotional states," Speech evaluation in psychiatry (1981): 189-220.
41François Mairesse, et al. "Using linguistic cues for the automatic recognition of personality in conversation and
text," Journal of artificial intelligence research (2007): 457-500.
42Florian Metze, Alan Black, and Tim Polzehl. "A review of personality in voice-based man machine interaction,"
Human-Computer Interaction. Interaction Techniques and Environments (2011): 358-367.
43Klaus Rainer Scherer. Personality markers in speech (Cambridge University Press, 1979).
44Clifford Nass, et al. "Can computer personalities be human personalities?," International Journal of HumanComputer Studies 43, no. 2 (1995): 223-239.
45Yuting Chen, Adeel Naveed, and Robert Porzel. "Behavior and preference in minimal personality: a study on
embodied conversational agents," International Conference on Multimodal Interfaces and the Workshop on Machine
Learning for Multimodal Interaction (2010): 49.
46Karel Van den Bosch, et al. "Characters with personality!" Intelligent Virtual Agents (2012): 426-439.
38Adrian
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their activity by using more action words, and by saying more. They use more social and positive
language, give more compliments, and are more focused on reaching agreements47. This is in
opposition to introverts, who are easily persuaded, let others make decisions, avoid
responsibility48, prefer to ask for information, are more likely to tell and/or ask facts, and are
more likely to express wishes in factual terms. Introverts also tend to express negative
opinions49, use less positive emotion words, make fewer agreements, and give fewer
compliments50.
The personality dimension of extraversion is also visible through paralinguistic markers.
An extravert’s average utterance time is longer than an introvert’s51, and they talk more
repetitively, with fewer pauses and hesitations, have higher speech rates and shorter silences52 53.
Besides having a greater amount of verbal output, extraverts tend to take longer turns in
conversations, leading to a longer total speaking54.

47Klaus

Rainer Scherer. Personality markers in speech (Cambridge University Press, 1979).
Nass, et al. "Can computer personalities be human personalities?," International Journal of HumanComputer Studies 43, no. 2 (1995): 223-239.
49Karel Van den Bosch, et al. "Characters with personality!" Intelligent Virtual Agents (2012): 426-439.
50François Mairesse, et al. "Using linguistic cues for the automatic recognition of personality in conversation and
text," Journal of artificial intelligence research (2007): 457-500.
51Yuting Chen, Adeel Naveed, and Robert Porzel. "Behavior and preference in minimal personality: a study on
embodied conversational agents," International Conference on Multimodal Interfaces and the Workshop on Machine
Learning for Multimodal Interaction (2010): 49.
52Adrian Furnham. "Language and personality," (1990).
53François Mairesse, et al. "Using linguistic cues for the automatic recognition of personality in conversation and
text," Journal of artificial intelligence research (2007): 457-500.
54Klaus Rainer Scherer. Personality markers in speech (Cambridge University Press, 1979).
48Clifford
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Figure 1: One proposed model for inferring extraversion (Scherer 1978)
Besides how a speech act is delivered, the level of extraversion of the speaker is visible in
the language of the act itself. In general, extraverts use strong language55. Extravert language can
be identified by replacing weak adjectives and quantifiers by strong language, such as “quite
rich” with “absolutely sensational”, quickly changing the perception of the text56. This is in
opposition to introverts who tend to use qualifiers57. Extraversion is associated with implicitness,
and this is part of an overall preference for informal language58. Implicit language involves a
preference for pronouns, adverbs and verbs; whereas explicit language involves a preference for
nouns, adjectives and prepositions. Extraversion is negatively correlated with concreteness59,

55Florian

Metze, Alan Black, and Tim Polzehl. "A review of personality in voice-based man machine interaction,"
Human-Computer Interaction. Interaction Techniques and Environments (2011): 358-367.
56Clifford Nass, and Kwan Min Lee. "Does computer-synthesized speech manifest personality? Experimental tests
of recognition, similarity-attraction, and consistency-attraction," Journal of Experimental Psychology: Applied 7, no.
3 (2001): 171.
57Florian Metze, Alan Black, and Tim Polzehl. "A review of personality in voice-based man machine interaction,"
Human-Computer Interaction. Interaction Techniques and Environments (2011): 358-367.
58Jean-Marc Dewaele, and Adrian Furnham. "Extraversion: The unloved variable in applied linguistic research,"
Language Learning 49, no. 3 (1999): 509-544.
59Alastair Gill, and Jon Oberlander. "Taking care of the linguistic features of extraversion," Proceedings of the 24th
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thus specification of detail in a sentence is likely to be achieved by adding subordinate clauses
rather than starting a new, additional sentence. This in turn leads to an increase in the number of
noun phrases and verb phrases and generally to an increase of a sentence’s length and syntactical
complexity60, as well as overall word count of an extravert’s speech act. It can then be concluded
that word count is the most important surface feature for classifying extravert dialogue and
text61.
While extraverts tend to produce more complex and wordy sentences, they tend to
produce less formal sentences, and use a less robust vocabulary62 63. One method to quantify
formality is with the use of the following formula64:
F= (noun frequency + adjective frequency + preposition frequency + article frequency –
pronoun frequency – verb frequency – adverb frequency – interjection frequency +
100)/2

Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society (2002): 363-368.
60Klaus Rainer Scherer. Personality markers in speech (Cambridge University Press, 1979).
61François Mairesse, et al. "Using linguistic cues for the automatic recognition of personality in conversation and
text," Journal of artificial intelligence research (2007): 457-500.
62François Mairesse, et al. "Using linguistic cues for the automatic recognition of personality in conversation and
text," Journal of artificial intelligence research (2007): 457-500.
63Karel Van den Bosch, et al. "Characters with personality!" Intelligent Virtual Agents (2012): 426-439.
64Francis Heylighen, and Jean-Marc Dewaele. "Variation in the contextuality of language: An empirical measure,"
Foundations of Science 7, no. 3 (2002): 293-340.
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Figure 2: A summary of formality65.
This thesis does not intend to be exhaustive in its treatment of features that distinguish
introverted dialogue from that of extroverted. While there are numerous features that do
distinguish the personality types from one another (see Appendix B for a more expansive
detailing on other features marking extraverted and introverted speech), the selected features in
this thesis are those that can be quantified and represented in the system at this time. For this
reason, positivity, formality and word count will be the three features manipulated.

2.4

Agents, and having dialogues with agents
An Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA) is a computer program that produces an

intelligent agent that lives in a virtual environment66. ECAs are specifically aimed to be
conversational in their behaviors and interact with users with an elaborate interface. ECAs are
expected to recognize and respond to verbal and nonverbal output, generate verbal and nonverbal
input, deal with conversational functions, and also give signals to indicate the state and direction
of the discourse, all in specifically human like ways67.
Conversation is a primary skill for humans as well as being a skill learned early in human
development, and the human body is well equipped to support conversation. In the Computers as
Social Actors (CASA) paradigm, humans unconsciously communicate with anthropomorphic
social technology as they would with another human68. This is not to say that humans believe
that machines are like people, or that they think that the machine is a proxy of the creator or

65Francis

Heylighen, and Jean-Marc Dewaele. "Variation in the contextuality of language: An empirical measure,"
Foundations of Science 7, no. 3 (2002): 293-340.
66David Novick and Iván Gris. "Building rapport between human and ECA: A pilot study," Human-Computer
Interaction. Advanced Interaction Modalities and Techniques (2014): 472-480.
67Cassell, Justine Cassell, Embodied conversational agents (MIT press, 2000).
68Clifford Ivar Nass, and Scott Brave. Wired for speech: How voice activates and advances the human-computer
relationship (Cambridge: MIT press, 2005).
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programmer. Rather, computer personalities are psychologically real to users69. For ECAs to be
comfortable to use, they must act in ways that are consistent with ethopoeia, putting oneself in
the place of another so as to both understand and express his or her feelings more vividly, since it
is suggested that humans have evolved to give special significance to movement and language
produced by other humans, and they must fulfill our ingrained expectations about how human
conversations take place70.
Human face-to-face conversation is a primary source of research for developing ECAs.
The implementation of ECAs must be based on the findings from human-human conversations
and the intrinsic properties of those dialogues such as turn taking, providing feedback, timing,
gestures, prosody, and personality71. A few examples of these expectations in action are that
people also apply to computers expectations for praise and criticism, team affiliation72, politeness
norms, and gender stereotypes, such as female-voiced computers being better teachers on the
topics of love and relationships73. Additionally, virtual characters are expected to act
consistently74, as users report dissatisfaction and negative experiences when ECAs are not
consistent75.
Dialogue models and knowledge representation in human-human conversations is a wellresearched field that continues to be studied, including research regarding personality types. Not

69Youngme Moon and Clifford Nass. "How “real” are computer personalities? Psychological responses to
personality types in human-computer interaction," Communication research 23, no. 6 (1996): 651-674.
70Cassell, Justine Cassell, Embodied conversational agents (MIT press, 2000).
71Cassell, Justine Cassell, Embodied conversational agents (MIT press, 2000).
72Youngme Moon and Clifford Nass. "How “real” are computer personalities? Psychological responses to
personality types in human-computer interaction," Communication research 23, no. 6 (1996): 651-674.
73Clifford Nass, et al. "Can computer personalities be human personalities?," International Journal of HumanComputer Studies 43, no. 2 (1995): 223-239.
74Yuting Chen, Adeel Naveed, and Robert Porzel. "Behavior and preference in minimal personality: a study on
embodied conversational agents," International Conference on Multimodal Interfaces and the Workshop on Machine
Learning for Multimodal Interaction (2010): 49.
75Karel Van den Bosch, et al. "Characters with personality!" Intelligent Virtual Agents (2012): 426-439.
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only are people capable of recognizing that a computer system has a personality, regardless of
whether it is portrayed through text or speech, but humans also respond to computer personalities
in the same way as they would to human personalities76. Personality is a salient behavior to
manipulate and implement in ECAs- and causes users to react socially to and respond in the
same way that they would treat a human with the same type of personality77 - even if those users
claim they do not believe that the machines actually have personalities78. When subjects
interacted with a computer that was similar in personality to themselves, they rated it as
friendlier and more competent and felt the interaction was more satisfying79. Matching the user’s
personality increases the efficiency of the interaction80 and is felt to be more natural for the
user81 82.
Of all the personality dimensions, extraversion can be modeled best through prosodic and
acoustic features, followed by neuroticism and openness to experience83. Extraversion is a salient
enough personality dimension to untrained listeners that fewer participants with shorter listening

76Clifford

Nass, et al. "Can computer personalities be human personalities?," International Journal of HumanComputer Studies 43, no. 2 (1995): 223-239.
77Youngme Moon and Clifford Nass. "How “real” are computer personalities? Psychological responses to
personality types in human-computer interaction," Communication research 23, no. 6 (1996): 651-674.
78Clifford Nass, et al. "Can computer personalities be human personalities?," International Journal of HumanComputer Studies 43, no. 2 (1995): 223-239.
79Clifford Nass, et al. "Can computer personalities be human personalities?," International Journal of HumanComputer Studies 43, no. 2 (1995): 223-239.
80David Novick. "Paralinguistic behaviors in dialog as a continuous process," Proceedings of the Interdisciplinary
Workshop on Feedback Behaviors in Dialog, Stevenson, Washington (2012): 7-8.
81Timothy Bickmore and Justine Cassell. "Social dialogue with embodied conversational agents," Advances in
natural multimodal dialogue systems (2005): 23-54.
82Alexei V. Ivanov, et al. "Recognition of Personality Traits from Human Spoken Conversations," INTERSPEECH
(2011): 1549-1552.
83François Mairesse, et al. "Using linguistic cues for the automatic recognition of personality in conversation and
text," Journal of artificial intelligence research (2007): 457-500.
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samples can still accurately assess personality profiles84 , and it can be recognized even when
using synthetic voices85.
Social dialogue is talk in which interpersonal goals are the primary purpose, while task
goals are considered secondary. One of the most familiar contexts in which social dialogue
occurs is in human social encounters between individuals who have never met or are unfamiliar
with each other. In these situations, particularly in American culture, conversations are initiated
with “small talk”- where personal experiences, preferences and opinions on neutral topics are
shared to begin building rapport and trust86. Notably, social dialogue significantly increased trust
for extraverts in ECA interactions, but made no significant difference for introverts87. In a later
study, it was found introverts not only dislike social dialogue, they show a preference for only
task dialogue88.
Finally, human interlocutors tend to converge on word choice and syntax- the closer the
convergence, the greater the sense of liking and understanding between the speakers. The same
expectation is present in human-computer conversations, where humans liked computer agents
that aligned in both paralinguistic and linguistic choices with the user89. Thus, in an advanced
voice user interface, the computer should be aware of the human’s personality and tailor its

84Florian

Metze, Alan Black, and Tim Polzehl. "A review of personality in voice-based man machine interaction,"
Human-Computer Interaction. Interaction Techniques and Environments (2011): 358-367.
85Clifford Nass, and Kwan Min Lee. "Does computer-synthesized speech manifest personality? Experimental tests
of recognition, similarity-attraction, and consistency-attraction," Journal of Experimental Psychology: Applied 7, no.
3 (2001): 171.
86Timothy Bickmore and Justine Cassell. "Social dialogue with embodied conversational agents," Advances in
natural multimodal dialogue systems (2005): 23-54.
87Justine Cassell and Timothy Bickmore. "Negotiated collusion: Modeling social language and its relationship
effects in intelligent agents," User Modeling and User-Adapted Interaction 13, no. 1-2 (2003): 89-132.
88Timothy Bickmore and Justine Cassell. "Social dialogue with embodied conversational agents," Advances in
natural multimodal dialogue systems (2005): 23-54.
89Ning Wang, and Jonathan Gratch. "Rapport and facial expression," Affective Computing and Intelligent
Interaction and Workshops, 2009. ACII 2009. 3rd International Conference on (2009): 1-6.
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responses accordingly. Likewise, the user’s behavior will be influenced by his/her perception of
the system’s personality, which is conveyed by how and what is said over time90.
However, in a notable exception, humans did not respond well to matching of participants’
personality type to a system where cars gave users directions. Results indicated that giving the
car’s voice a neutral personality improved the perception and willingness to listen by participants
but did not entice extraverted drivers to engage and interact with the system. Furthermore,
extraverted drivers were more annoyed by the system and were more likely to turn the system off
than introverts91.

2.5

Rapport
Rapport is the harmonious, in-sync, hitting-it-off, camaraderie feeling that we experience

when forming a connection with another person. In other words, rapport is the sense of knowing
someone that is built over time, reflected in behaviors that show familiarity and understanding.
Rapport is a psychological element that, because of its profound effect on human relationships,
multiple disciplines seeks to understand in different contexts. Research on rapport is being
explored in interactions from drug abuse counseling treatment, with hopes applying it for better,
healthier, and long-lasting outcomes92; in marketing strategies aimed at creating more loyal
customers and greater customer satisfaction93,94; and in productive interviews in forensic

90Florian

Metze, Alan Black, and Tim Polzehl. "A review of personality in voice-based man machine interaction,"
Human-Computer Interaction. Interaction Techniques and Environments (2011): 358-367.
91Marie Jonsson and Nils Dahlbäck. "Driving with a Speech Interaction System: Effect of Personality on
Performance and Attitude of Driver," Human-Computer Interaction. Advanced Interaction Modalities and
Techniques (2014): 417-428.
92George W. Joe, et al. "Relationships between counseling rapport and drug abuse treatment outcomes," Psychiatric
Services (2014).
93Dwayne D. Gremler, and Kevin P. Gwinner. "Customer-employee rapport in service relationships," Journal of
Service Research 3, no. 1 (2000): 82-104.
94Timothy W. Bickmore and Rosalind W. Picard. "Establishing and maintaining long-term human-computer
relationships," ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction (TOCHI) 12, no. 2 (2005): 293-327.
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investigations95. Rapport between professors and students decisively predicts student success96.
To understand the building blocks of personal and helping relationships, the concept of rapport is
arguably a central part of the discussion97.
Rapport is gestalt in nature, making it difficult to recognize the roles of the underlying
parts. Several attempts have been made to understand its components. Tickle-Degnen &
Rosenthal (1990) made one of the first efforts to subdivide rapport, creating three divisions:
mutual attentiveness, positivity, and coordination. They found that attention does not change
over time, and while positivity was important at the beginning of an interaction, it declined in
importance, over time. The exact opposite occurred for coordination98. This definition is shared
in other domains, with attention, empathy and shared expectations constituting the three
dimensions of rapport when evaluated in marketing99.
Interlocutors who reported feelings of rapport tended to align or converge, so that the
speakers shared vocabulary, syntactic structures, and rate of speech over time, as well as
mimicked each other’s gestures100. The proposed function of converging when done
appropriately by an ECA is that it facilitates rapport and mutual positive evaluation101.

95Roger

Collins, Robyn Lincoln, and Mark G. Frank. "The effect of rapport in forensic interviewing," Psychiatry,
Psychology and Law 9, no. 1 (2002): 69-78.
96Janie H. Wilson, Rebecca G. Ryan, and James L. Pugh. "Professor–student rapport scale predicts student
outcomes," Teaching of Psychology 37, no. 4 (2010): 246-251.
97Cappella, Joseph N. "On defining conversational coordination and rapport," Psychological Inquiry 1, no. 4 (1990):
303-305.
98Linda Tickle-Degnen and Robert Rosenthal. "The nature of rapport and its nonverbal correlates," Psychological
inquiry 1, no. 4 (1990): 285-293.
99G. Coan. "Rapport: definition and dimensions," Advances in Consumer Research 11, no. 1 (1984): 333-336.
100Jonathan Gratch, et al. "Virtual rapport," Intelligent virtual agents (2006): 14-27.
101Lixing Huang, Louis-Philippe Morency, and Jonathan Gratch. "Virtual Rapport 2.0," Intelligent virtual agents
(2011): 68-79.
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Furthermore, beyond the initial “click” felt with good conversational partners, interlocutors
expected to find familiarity over time102.
The psychological literature on personality types has suggested that not only is there
homophily- but also that the more people interact with each other- the more similar they
become103. As human relationships are fundamentally social and emotional, these qualities must
thus be incorporated into ECAs, if human-agent relationships are to be built in the most natural
way possible104 105. There is also growing evidence that by adding feedback and paralinguistic
behavior (i.e. gaze, gesture) the agents become more engaging and persuasive, promoting fluent
speech from the human user, which in turn results in fewer reports of frustration from users106.
Therefore, studying rapport felt by humans when interacting with an ECA concerns the effects of
long-term human-computer psychological connection and interaction.
Because rapport is a multidimensional construct, a measurement technique is necessary
for each dimension107. This thesis makes use of the paralinguistic rapport model108 that
comprises three dimensions: a sense of emotional connection, a sense of mutual understanding,
and a sense of physical connection. The dimensions for emotional connection and mutual
understanding come from a combination of verbal and nonverbal behaviors, while the physical
connection is determined solely by paralinguistic behaviors. In terms of emotion, rapport is an

102Justine

Cassell, Alastair J. Gill, and Paul A. Tepper. "Coordination in conversation and rapport," Proceedings of
the workshop on Embodied Language Processing (2007): 41-50. Association for Computational Linguistics, 2007.
103Clifford Nass, et al. "Can computer personalities be human personalities?," International Journal of HumanComputer Studies 43, no. 2 (1995): 223-239.
104Timothy Bickmore and Justine Cassell. "Social dialogue with embodied conversational agents," Advances in
natural multimodal dialogue systems (2005): 23-54.
105David Novick and Iván Gris. "Building rapport between human and ECA: A pilot study," Human-Computer
Interaction. Advanced Interaction Modalities and Techniques (2014): 472-480.
106Jonathan Gratch, et al. "Creating rapport with virtual agents." Intelligent Virtual Agents (2007): 125-138.
107G. Coan. "Rapport: definition and dimensions," Advances in Consumer Research 11, no. 1 (1984): 333-336.
108David Novick and Iván Gris. "Building rapport between human and ECA: A pilot study," Human-Computer
Interaction. Advanced Interaction Modalities and Techniques (2014): 472-480.
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inherently rewarding experience because we feel a flow with our conversational partner.
Cognitively, we share an understanding with our conversation partner because we sense that
there is convergence of beliefs or views. Behaviorally, outside observers report increased
synchrony, fluidity, and coordination in the movements of those interacting together109. In the
paralinguistic rapport model, emotional rapport is a sense of connection with the user, cognitive
rapport is the sense of mutual understanding, and behavioral rapport includes verbal properties,
such as speech duration and pitch. This model accounts for factors in previous models of ECAs,
and also provides a basis for supporting full-body ECA paralinguistics.

Figure 3: Paralinguistic Model of Rapport from (Novick and Gris 2014) which will be the model
of rapport used for this thesis.
Researchers measure rapport through a number of methods. In one approach, outside
observers watch an interaction and rate the level of rapport seen110 111. In a second approach,

109Jonathan

Gratch, et al. "Virtual rapport," Intelligent virtual agents (2006): 14-27.
Tickle-Degnen and Robert Rosenthal. "The nature of rapport and its nonverbal correlates," Psychological
inquiry 1, no. 4 (1990): 285-293.
111Judith A. Hall, et al. "Observer-rated rapport in interactions between medical students and standardized patients,"
Patient Education and Counseling 76, no. 3 (2009): 323-327.
110Linda
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participants give free responses in an interview setting112 113. The interview is sometimes coded
by outside viewers to match the response for level of rapport felt on a 5-point scale114 (Collins,
Lincoln et al. 2002). In a third approach, the people involved in the interaction report on the level
of rapport felt on a written survey after the encounter115 116.
Table 1 summarizes the studies using written surveys to measure rapport that were
influential to the formation of the rapport instrument used in the study reported in this thesis.

112Richard

J. Hill and Nason E. Hall. "A note on rapport and the quality of interview data," The Southwestern Social
Science Quarterly (1963): 247-255.
113Dwayne D. Gremler, and Kevin P. Gwinner. "Customer-employee rapport in service relationships," Journal of
Service Research 3, no. 1 (2000): 82-104.
114This is a sample footnote.
115Richard J. Hill and Nason E. Hall. "A note on rapport and the quality of interview data," The Southwestern Social
Science Quarterly (1963): 247-255.
116Roger Collins, Robyn Lincoln, and Mark G. Frank. "The effect of rapport in forensic interviewing," Psychiatry,
Psychology and Law 9, no. 1 (2002): 69-78.
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Table 1: A summary of influential rapport surveys
Study
(Joe, Simpson
et al. 2014)

Number
of
questions
6

(Joe, Simpson
et al. 2014)

5

(Gremler and
Gwinner 2000)

11

(Hill and Hall
1963)

3

(Wilson, Ryan
et al. 2010)

44

(Puccinelli and
Tickle-Degnen
2004)

5

(Gratch, Wang
et al. 2007)

8

(Kang, Watts et
al. 2009)

10

(Gris 2015)
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Questions

1. Easy to talk to
2. Warm and caring
3. Honest and sincere
4. Understanding
5. Not suspicious
6. Not in denial about problems
1. easy to talk to
2. warm and caring
3. honest and sincere
4. not hostile nor aggressive
5. not in denial about problems
1. In thinking about my relationship with this person, I enjoy interacting with this
employee.
2. This employee creates a feeling of “warmth” in our relationship.
3. This employee relates well to me.
4. In thinking about my relationship, I have a harmonious relationship with this person.
5. This employee has a good sense of humor.
6. I am comfortable interacting with this employee.
7. I feel like there is a “bond” between this employee and myself.
8. I look forward to seeing this person when I visit the bank.
9. I strongly care about this employee.
10. This person has taken a personal interest in me.
11. I have a close relationship with this person.
1. During the interview, how often did the respondent seem ill at ease
2. During the interview, how often did you (interviewer) feel ill at ease
3. In general, how favorable was the respondent to the interview
[selected questions]
1. My professor and I get along.
28. My professor and I communicate well.
31. My professor is compassionate.
[summarized in text]
How much the participant felt aware of and interested in the other dyad member, liked and
felt warm towards the other, felt a comfortable rhythm with and felt coordinated with the
other, felt rapport with the other, and felt that the other had each of these same feelings.
1. I think the listener and I established a rapport.
2. I felt I was able to engage the listener with my story.
3. I felt I had a connection with the listener.
4. I think that the listener and I understood each other.
5. I felt that the listener was interested in what I was saying.
6. I felt that the listener was bored with what I was saying.
7. I felt I was unable to engage the listener with my story.
8. I felt I had no connection with the listener.
[selected questions]
1. I think the listener and I established a rapport.
2. I felt I was able to engage the listener with my story.
3. I felt that the listener was interested in what I was saying.
4. I think the listener and I understood each other.
1. The agent understood me
2. The agent seemed unengaged
3. The agent was excited
4. The agent's movements were not natural
5. The agent was friendly
6. The agent was not paying attention to me
7. The agent and I worked towards a common goal
8. The agent and I did not seem to connect
9. I sensed a physical connection with the agent
10. The agent’s gestures were not lively
11. I feel the agent trusts me
12. I didn't understand the agent
13. The conversation would feel more real if the agent...
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Likert
scale
range
5

Partner

human

7

human

7

human

4-5

human

5

human

7

human

9

Virtual
agent

9

Virtual
agent
and
human

5

Virtual
agent

The survey used by117 served as the foundation for the survey used in this thesis, as the
entirety of the questions from that survey were included. More questions were added to fully
explore the emotional subsection of rapport, and questions from 118 and 119 were added.
Development of the survey is discussed in detail in the methods section.

2.5

Open questions and unresolved conflicts
People like and prefer to be with other people whose personality matches their own120 121.

While there is no single personality for an ECA that everyone will like122, research results
conflict about with whom the most successful human-ECA communication will occur. On one
hand there is evidence that matching a source and a receiver leads to the highest efficacy, seen in
experiments involving humans and in-car voice systems tasks123. On the other hand, evidence
that choosing an extraverted voice would be better than any other choice124 and that users tend to

117Ivan

Gris. Two-way virtual rapport in Embodied Conversational Agents (Doctoral dissertation, University of
Texas at El Paso, 2015).
118Jonathan Gratch, et al. "Creating rapport with virtual agents." Intelligent Virtual Agents (2007): 125-138.
119Nancy M. Puccinelli, and Linda Tickle-Degnen. "Knowing too much about others: Moderators of the relationship
between eavesdropping and rapport in social interaction," Journal of Nonverbal Behavior 28, no. 4 (2004): 223-243.
120Clifford Nass, et al. "Can computer personalities be human personalities?," International Journal of HumanComputer Studies 43, no. 2 (1995): 223-239.
121Clifford Ivar Nass, and Scott Brave. Wired for speech: How voice activates and advances the human-computer
relationship (Cambridge: MIT press, 2005).
122Yuting Chen, Adeel Naveed, and Robert Porzel. "Behavior and preference in minimal personality: a study on
embodied conversational agents," International Conference on Multimodal Interfaces and the Workshop on
Machine Learning for Multimodal Interaction (2010): 49.
123Marie Jonsson and Nils Dahlbäck. "Driving with a Speech Interaction System: Effect of Personality on
Performance and Attitude of Driver," Human-Computer Interaction. Advanced Interaction Modalities and
Techniques (2014): 417-428.
124Clifford Ivar Nass, and Scott Brave. Wired for speech: How voice activates and advances the human-computer
relationship (Cambridge: MIT press, 2005).
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prefer extraverted agents regardless of their own personality125. Yet other research suggests that
human users prefer being with the personality complementary to their own126.
The research to date has not matched human users with an ECA of a corresponding
personality, nor have previous studies addressed the level of rapport felt by users when
interacting with ECAs portraying a specific personality type via dialogue choices. Accordingly,
this thesis seeks to explore these two open areas- and to test three hypotheses:
H1: All subjects will report a high level of rapport with the extraverted agent.
H2: Extraverted subjects matched with an introverted agent will report the lowest level of
rapport.
H3: While all subjects are expected to establish a high level of rapport with the extraverted
agent, subjects will report the highest level of rapport when interacting with the agent whose
extraversion level matches that of the subject.

125Yuting

Chen, Adeel Naveed, and Robert Porzel. "Behavior and preference in minimal personality: a study on
embodied conversational agents," International Conference on Multimodal Interfaces and the Workshop on
Machine Learning for Multimodal Interaction (2010): 49.
126Katherine Ibister, and Clifford Nass. "Consistency of personality in interactive characters: verbal cues, nonverbal cues, and user characteristics," International journal of human-computer studies 53, no. 2 (2000): 251-267.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
This thesis tested if human users report a higher sense of rapport felt when interacting
with an agent that exhibits either introversion or extraversion through dialogue choices. The
subjects were randomly assigned to an agent to form a between group experimental design. The
results were unbalanced as a result, with 11 extraverted subjects matched with the extraverted
agent (EE abbreviation), 14 extraverted subjects matched with the introverted agent (EI), 15
introverted subjects matched with the extraverted agent (IE), and 15 introverted subjects matched
with the introverted agent (II).

3.1

Participants
Participants were recruited via posted flyers (see Appendix C for flyer) on the University

of Texas at El Paso campus. There were no specific criteria other than the ability to speak fluent
English, the ability to remain standing for as much as 30 minutes each session while they play
the game, and having no hearing or speech impairments, as this would interfere with the speech
recognition. No monetary compensation was offered, but all participants were entered into a
raffle to potentially win a Pebble Smartwatch and could potentially receive participation credit in
their courses.
In total, 59 subjects participated, 9 females and 50 males. The average age was 22 years
old, the youngest age was 17 and the oldest was 50. Language was also recorded in the
demographic survey: 26 participants speak English as their first language, 28 Spanish as their
first language, and 3 participants marked other languages as their first language. Participants
were asked about their knowledge and previous interactions with ECAs, for which 28 replied
they were familiar with and had used an ECA before, while 31 had no previous knowledge or
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interaction with an ECA. Four data points from the 59 recorded were discarded due to
technological difficulties.
There were 15 participants in the IE group, 15 in the EI group, 14 in the II group, and 11
in the EE group.

3.2

Procedure
All participants were told, "This experiment will take about 30 minutes to complete. You

will take two surveys, one before and one after. You will need to sign a consent and a release
form. The consent form explains that there are no risks involved in the experiment. It also asks if
you have a hearing impairments that will inhibit normal conversation. The release form to sign
notes that you will be recorded." If the participant agreed, then they first filled out a consent form
per IRB regulations. Following this task, all participants filled out a demographic survey that
detailed their age, rank in school, gender, native language, and familiarity with ECAs. Next,
participants filled out a standard Myers-Briggs personality assessment, in this case the Similar
Minds word-pair approach127 which notes four aspects of personality: extroversion/introversion,
intuitive/sensing, feeling/thinking, and perceiving/judging. The results from the personality test
were recorded and the participant was led into the immersion lab to begin the game.
All participants were informed at the start of the game, "You will be playing a game
called Survival on Jungle Island. Like in the game's title, you will be trying to survive on a
jungle island. You will be interacting with a virtual agent, and try to speak with her as if you
were speaking with a real person, so use normal speech and make any gestures that feel natural
to you. If the virtual agent asks you something, please respond how you normally would with a
real person. If any problems arise while you are playing the game, such as the game stops or you

127http://similarminds.com/jung_word_pair.html
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have been stuck for two to three minutes, open the door so you can notify someone to assist
you."
Next the introductory scene was played, which describes how the participant came to be
washed up on the jungle island. Following this, the opening scene was started where the
participant wakes up on the beach of the jungle island and the ECA is asking if the participant is
all right. The experimenter usually stayed for the first few utterances of the first scene to be
certain that the participant understood how to communicate with the ECA.
The introverted and extraverted versions of the game each lasted around 15 minutes.
Once participants finished the game, they left the Immersion Lab and completed a final survey
on their level of rapport with the agent on a computer in the waiting area.

3.3

Equipment

3.3.1

The game
The version of the Survival on Jungle Island game used in this study comprises 11

scenes, which are interactions delimited by the environment and are centered on a central topic
or task. All scene scripts, not including the introductory cinematic scene, can be found in
Appendix D.
The first scene was the same for all participants, and is the opening introductory scene
where an unseen narrator explains that your ship is sinking in a storm. The few sailors were
washed off the deck by a giant wave. The captain is unwilling to abandon his ship but sends you
off the ship with the hope that you might survive.
The two games branch in the next scene, where the participant wakes up on a beach with
the ECA looking at them. The ECA introduces herself and asks about the user. These initial
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questions help the user get immersed in the interaction and serve as a tutorial for how to interact
with the user and proceed through the game using voice commands.
Many open-ended questions are not handled by a Natural Language Processing model,
but rather are treated as wildcards. These wildcards mean that the user can answer the question
with any response and the response would be accepted and deemed valid. Personal questions
serve as a means to establish closeness, and also help to avoid command-like answers to the
conversation, where users reply with only single words. For example, the beach scene includes
the interaction:
Extraverted Agent: Oh, I'm so sorry, where are my manners? My name is Lina. How about you, what's your
name?
[Participant is given the opportunity to respond]
Extraverted Agent: Great to meet you, I'm so glad I'm not alone anymore!

Figure 4: The agent in a scene in the Jungle Game.
The dialogues in each scene of the game offer a controlled, implicit, scripted agentdisclosure timeline. This is to say that each scene is written to incrementally disclose information
about the agent and to request similar information from the user. This exchange increases in
27

frequency and intimacy over time in order to develop the relationship between human and ECA.
Throughout the scenes, the players have the chance to learn about the agent’s current situation,
her background, thoughts, and feelings, which serve to maintain intimacy and affinity at a more
cognitive and less behavioral level. For example, in the cooking scene, the agent talks about her
family and missing them. Since these intimacy-building dialogs do not change regardless of the
path or previous decisions, they do not affect the extent that players feel rapport with the agent.
The remaining scenes include finding shelter in a cave, building a fire, waking up after
sleeping in the cave, going fishing, cooking, building an SOS signal, hearing a helicopter,
signaling the helicopter in the previous scene, and finally being rescued. There is not a game path
in which the participant would not survive on the island.

3.3.2

The agent
UTEP’s Advanced aGent ENgagement Team (AGENT) 128 built the Jungle game ECAs

using a three-tiered architecture, used in (Gris 2015). The top layer is the Kinect™ sensor, which
supports RGB video, audio provided by microphones, and a depth field based on infrared sensor
information. The middle layer contains scripts in Unity3D Game Engine, which renders and
animates the ECAs and contains the virtual scenery in which they appear. The bottom layer
contains the logic of the agent’s behavior and sensor interpretation, including speech recognition,
audio playback, and gesture recognition.
Animations are played using user-specified parameters in an XML file that details when
an animation should start, end, or blend with another animation. Animations are divided into
layers that can control different parts of the body, so multiple animations can be played at the

128AGENT

is a student group based at the University of Texas at El Paso that develops virtual embodied
conversational agents.
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same time and affect different limbs of the agent. The animations are played when the system
decodes a message sent by the dialog tree that has the information about the specific animation to
be played, the length of the dialog that the agent will say, and the position where the agent and
the player should be.
Scenes are given specificity with XML tags: scene, a collection of episodes; episode, a
spoken and/or gestural interaction concluding with a control-flow decision; do a gesture; speak
an utterance, specified via a string that can be output through a voice synthesizer, with an
optional file name for a recorded version of the utterance; pause for a number of seconds; decide,
a branching condition determined by the input from the human user which decides the following
action; go to a specific episode; and nextscene, to go to the next consecutive scene. The scene
interpreter, implemented in C#, parses the XML script, creates the script’s tagged elements, and
sends the objects to the ECA’s run-time system for execution. See Appendix E for an example of
a scene.
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Figure 5: Model of the system components of the agent.
Based on previous research129, using natural human voices decreased the likelihood of
users to interrupt the agent. For this reason, the agent’s dialogue was given recorded human
speech rather than synthesized speech.

3.3.4

The lab
All experiments were conducted in the Interactive Systems Group’s Immersion Lab130.

The agent in the game is projected at actual human scale on a wall.

Figure 6: Model of the Immersion lab.
3.3.4

Dialogues
Three key factors were manipulated to create the dialogues for the extraverted agent and

the introverted agent. Extraversion and introversion were treated as opposing poles on a singular

129David

Novick and Iván Gris. "Building rapport between human and ECA: A pilot study," Human-Computer
Interaction. Advanced Interaction Modalities and Techniques (2014): 472-480.
130http://isg.cs.utep.edu/
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scale, or in other words, low extraversion indicates high introversion, and vice versa. All factors
manipulated necessarily track with one or the other pole in this scale.
i. Positivity, as measured by the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count 131 online tool. This
measurement tends to be higher in extraverted dialogue.
ii. Word count, measured as the total number of words per scene, and higher amounts tend
to be a marker of extraversion.
iii. Formality, as measured by the formality132 formula. This feature tends to be higher for
introverts.
Positivity and word count for each utterance created for the agent were written to be higher for
the extraverted agent, while formality was written to be higher for the introverted agent based
upon information from the literature review. The overall counts for each factor per scene are
detailed in Table 2. While no metric was set that any of the factors had to necessarily be a certain
ratio between the two agents, the objective was to generally make extraverted word count and
positivity higher than that of introverted, and introverted formality was scripted to be higher than
that of the extravert.

Table 2: A summary of word count, formality, and positivity for the respective agents in the
Jungle Game experiment
Scene
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

INTROVERT
Word Count
128
65
239
136
152
301
129
6
5

Formality

Positivity
40
57
41
51
54
59
48
50
51

2.34
1.54
3.77
3.68
5.26
3.65
1.55
0
0

EXTRAVERT
Word Count
196
163
353
218
278
471
187
13
11

Formality

Positivity
33
43
38
40
46
37
41
49
50

4.08
3.07
3.97
4.13
6.47
4.25
2.67
0
0

131http://www.liwc.net/tryonline.php
132Francis

Heylighen, and Jean-Marc Dewaele. "Variation in the contextuality of language: An empirical measure,"
Foundations of Science 7, no. 3 (2002): 293-340.
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10
Total
Average
Standard
Deviation

6
1167
116.7
100.266367
Differences
between totals

Word Count
Formality
Positivity

3.3.6

736
-75
22.23

47
498
49.8
6.16080803

0
21.79
2.179
1.87126487

13
1903
190.3
152.581526

46
423
42.3
5.4984846

15.38
44.02
4.402
4.32961071

Differences
between
averages
73.6
-7.5
2.223

Rapport survey
The survey used to measure rapport was largely based off of a version of the

paralinguistic model of rapport 133 with additional questions added to further test emotional
rapport, which is the sense of connection with the user, or in other words the sense of comembership and meaning.

Table 3: Summary of the questions comprising the emotional rapport section of the new survey,
along with the source of the question
Emotional rapport
1. I felt emotionally close to the agent.
2. I think that the agent and I felt the same.

3. The agent created a sense of closeness between us.

4. I tried to create a sense of closeness between the agent and
myself.

5. The agent and I did not seem to connect.

Source of question
New question proposed to directly ask the user for sense of
connection felt with the agent.
From Pucinelli (2004), this question asks about idea of comembership between the user and agent. Also, since rapport
is a two-way connection, it also gets at the idea of whether
the user sensed that the agent was feeling a sense of
connection with the user.
From Gratch (2003), this question came from their
Copresence or Social Presence Scale to determine intimacy
and distance between the agent and user and was added to
their Rapport survey.
From Gratch (2003), this question also comes from their
Copresence or Social Presence Scale. This question is to be
included since it is asking what role the user had in creating a
sense of connection.
This comes from a Virtual Rapport survey (Gris & Novick
2014), in reverse-coded form.

133Ivan

Gris. Two-way virtual rapport in Embodied Conversational Agents (Doctoral dissertation, University of
Texas at El Paso, 2015).
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The questions from the other two sections of rapport, cognitive and behavioral, come
from the original survey134. These sets of questions served to distract users from questions about
emotional rapport. The expectation was that these questions would return insignificant results.

Table 4: Details of the questions in the cognitive and behavioral sections of the rapport survey.
Cognitive (the sense of mutual understanding)
1. The agent understood me.
2. The agent was friendly.
3. The agent and I worked towards a common goal.
4. I feel the agent trusts me.
5. I didn’t understand the agent.

Behavioral (verbal and physical properties)
1. The agent seemed unengaged.
2. The agent was excited.
3. The agent’s movements were not natural.
4. The agent was not paying attention to me.
5. I sensed a physical connection with the agent.
6. The agent’s gestures were not lively.

Finally, five qualitative questions were added to the survey. The first question asked if
users prefer to normally interact with introverted or extraverted people. This question was added
to serve as reference to whether this same preference transferred to their interaction with the
agent. The second question was: “Describe your feelings about interacting with the agent.” This
question was expected to provide insight into the ways in which introverts and extraverts
describe their sense of rapport with the agent. The third question was, “What could be modified
with the agent to encourage a sense of closeness between you and the agent?” This was intended
to give insight into how more rapport could potentially be built based on the opinions of the
participants. The fourth question was of special interest to give explicit insight into why users
thought their agent was an introvert or an extravert: “Why do you think your agent was an
introvert or an extravert? The final question was, “Please provide any other comments you wish
to give us about your experience today with the agent.” This gives participants an opportunity to
discuss anything that the survey did not cover but that they would like to mention. This part of

134David

Novick and Iván Gris. "Building rapport between human and ECA: A pilot study," Human-Computer
Interaction. Advanced Interaction Modalities and Techniques (2014): 472-480.
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the survey required a minimum character count of 20 characters to ensure that participants
answered fully enough for later analysis of the text.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
The first result that was examined was the score that participants gave to their agent in
response to the question "How extraverted do you think the agent was?" The range for response
was from 1, extremely introverted, to 5, extremely extraverted. The average score overall was
4.28, with nearly all participants marking their agent as extraverted. Those paired with the
introverted agent found it to be 4.2 level of extraversion, while those paired with the extraverted
agent found it to display a 4.5 level of extraversion. As this question served as a manipulation
check, it is clear that participants did not view the introverted agent as such. Future work should
experiment with other dialogue features to determine if participants can explicitly tell that their
agent is an introvert, or manipulation checks should specifically ask about the variables that were
manipulated in the dialogue (i.e. “Was your agent formal?”).

4.1

Statistical analysis
Two iterations of statistical tests were conducted, a first review using data points from

participants who had finished the game, and a second review of data from all participants
regardless of completion. A few reasons why participants might not have finished was due to
Unity (the component that runs the scenery of the game) crashing, unexpected bugs, or users
simply choosing to never interact with the agent. There were 9 participants in this category.
However, we chose to include data from all participants even if they had not finished the game as
there is evidence that judgments about level of extroversion are made within the first 30 seconds
of meeting a new individual135. As no statistical significance was found when comparing values
across sets (a T-test was used to compare averages, T-test, F-test, and ANOVA results of the two
sets), results from the full set will be given in detail, while results from the set of participants

135Klaus

Rainer Scherer. Personality markers in speech (Cambridge University Press, 1979).
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who participated but did not finish the game can be found in Appendix F. The short hand
notations used for the rest of this thesis are that introverted human subjects matched with an
introverted agent is II, introverted subjects matched with the extraverted agent is IE, extraverted
subjects matched with the extraverted agent is EE, and extraverted subjects matched with the
introverted agent is EI.
Table 5 gives the averages and standard deviations for the full set from the answers given
to the survey questions. All questions were answered on a 5 point Likert scale, with high
agreement at 5, and reverse coded questions were reversed in the analysis so that disagreement to
the question was again at 1. It can be seen from the partial and full data sets when examining the
weighted and overall averages that the highest level of rapport was found with the combination
of the extraverted person and extraverted agent, followed by the introverted person with the
extraverted agent, then the extraverted person with the introverted agent, and finally the
introverted person with the introverted agent. The weighted average was calculated due to the
fact that there were five questions for the emotional and cognitive sections each, but six
questions for the behavioral section. The weighted average thus compensates for this unevenness
in number of questions per section. Standard deviations were included in order to show the
variability in each test factor, as higher standard deviations will indicate less agreement between
participants. Conversely, lower numbers for standard deviations indicates that participants tended
to agree. Finally, averages were first calculated for all participants for all responses, and then
broken down into the respective subdivisions of rapport according to the paralinguistic model. It
is clear from the averages that EE participants felt the highest level of rapport and consistently
felt that way, while great variability was seen in the introvert groups’ standard deviations and
lower levels of rapport were reported.
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Table 5: The averages and standard deviations of the full data set (includes data from participants
who did not complete the Jungle Game due to technical reasons)
II

IE

EE

3.16
3.16
1.37
2.49
1.12
3.87
1.23
3.13
1.38

Weighted average
Overall average
Standard deviation
Emotional average
Standard deviation
Cognitive average
Standard deviation
Behavioral average
Standard deviation

3.35
3.35
1.33
2.79
1.12
3.89
1.31
3.38
1.33

EI
3.62
3.62
1.28
3.11
1.27
4.04
1.20
3.71
1.29

3.35
3.25
1.43
2.69
1.39
3.86
1.28
3.21
1.35

Table 6 shows the results from conducting a one way ANOVA test, used to find the main
effect between variables. The results indicate that behavioral rapport was influenced by the
manipulations of the dialogues of the agents, as significant results were found. The strongest
result was found comparing EE and II groups, which points to the conclusion that pairing
participants with the agent that matches them in level of extraversion does not lead to the highest
levels of rapport being felt. Rather, it appears that introverts do not feel a substantially different
amount of rapport when interacting with either agent. Significant (p<0.05) results were found
between the EE and EI groups, indicating that extroverts do report substantially different
amounts of rapport when interacting with the two agents.

Table 6: The results of a one way ANOVA test on the full data set, * indicates p<0.05
ANOVA
EE/II
EE/IE
EE/EI
II/IE
II/EI
IE/EI
I person/E
person
I agent/E agent

overall

emotional

cognitive

behavioral

0.09
0.72
0.19
0.15
0.72
0.30
0.33

0.13
0.30
0.35
0.51
0.57
0.97
0.32

0.59
0.55
0.53
0.96
1
0.96
0.70

0.04*
0.12
0.08
0.59
0.81
0.77
0.32

0.25

0.29

0.77

0.14
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The fact that the behavioral aspect of rapport fluctuated gives new insight into the model
of rapport. It was a surprising result that the behavioral subdivision of rapport fluctuated rather
than the emotional section. Conducting a Power Analysis test on the behavioral aspect of rapport
of the group for introverted humans with the introverted agent (II) versus that of the introverted
human with the extraverted agent (IE), as this was where more significant results were found
rather than emotional, the statistical power was 7%, thus the sample size would have needed to
be 8046, or 4023 people per group. Testing for the emotional aspect of rapport, it was found that
the statistical power was only 5.9%. To get a significant result in this area, the experiment would
have needed a sample size of 2888, or 1444 per testing group. To get a significant effect in the
difference of overall rapport felt between the II and IE groups, the sample size would have
needed to be 28856, or 14428 per testing group, as the statistical power was only 8.5 percent.
These numbers indicate that the dialogue features of the agents that were manipulated do not
strongly change the rapport felt by introverted subjects.
Table 7 shows the results from conducting a T-test on the data. T-tests were calculated to
test if the mean rapport score of one population significantly differs from the mean rapport score
of another population. Behavioral rapport again shows highly significant results. The strong
result (p<0.05) comparing the EE and II groups confirms that the level of rapport felt with the
groups matched with the agent displaying the same level of extraversion as the participant did
not provide the fit required to produce the highest level of rapport. Had the literature been
correct, that matching participants with agents exhibiting a similar level of extraversion would
result in the highest levels of reported extraversion, a significant result would not have been
found in this comparison. A significant result (p<0.05) was again found in the EE versus EI
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group, indicating that extroverts do have a preference about which agent they interact with to feel
rapport.

Table 7: The results of a T-test on the full data set, * indicates p<0.05
T-Test

overall

EE/II
EE/IE
EE/EI
II/IE
II/EI
IE/EI
I person/E
person
I agent/E agent

overallcognitive

emotional

cognitive

behavioral

0.09
0.22
0.18
0.64
0.72
0.91
0.33

0.04*
0.17
0.14
0.50
0.63
0.87
0.27

0.14
0.31
0.34
0.51
0.58
0.97
0.33

0.57
0.54
0.53
0.96
1
0.95
0.69

0.02*
0.08
0.05*
0.59
0.81
0.77
0.32

0.25

0.17

0.29

0.77

0.14

Finally, the effect size for the data was reviewed, as detailed in Table 8. While a
significant p value (in this case under 0.05), calculating the effect size gives results in terms of
measures of magnitude, or in other words how much did interacting with the different agents
affect the participants. A significant effect is indicated by values greater than 0.6, while a strong
effect is indicated in values greater than 0.8. An exceptionally strong effect is found when
comparing the EE and II groups, providing final confirmation that the expectation from the
literature of homophily has been disproven. The strong effect shown in the EE versus EI
comparison provides insight that extroverts will report vastly lower levels of rapport when
matched with an introverted agent. The lack of effect from the introverted participants in either
matching shows that introverted participants do not have a preference when interacting with an
agent in order to establish rapport. However their level of rapport when matched with the
extroverted agent will be significantly lower than that of an extrovert being matched with the
same agent, indicating that extroverts in general develop higher levels of rapport than introverts
do when interacting with an agent.
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Table 8: The effect sizes in the full set of data, * indicates greater than 0.6, ** indicates greater
than 0.80
Effect size
EE/II
EE/IE
EE/EI
II/IE
II/EI
IE/EI
I person/E person
I agent/E agent

4.2

overall

emotional
0.84**
0.47
0.65*
0.31
0.13
0.15
0.25
0.43

cognitive
0.73*
0.41
0.46
0.34
0.19
0.11
0.26
0.38

0.24
0.21
0.29
0.04
0.01
0.05
0.08
0.04

behavioral
1.19**
0.71*
0.98**
0.38
0.12
0.25
0.28
0.58

Qualitative analysis
One of the first questions that participants answered on the post-survey was “Do you

prefer interacting with introverts or extroverts usually?” Table 9 documents the responses from
each testing group. From the responses, it is clear that all introverted participants do not have a
clear preference, with nearly equal numbers of participants stating they prefer to be with
introvert and with extravert human conversation partners. Extroverted participants from all
testing groups, however, show a clear preference, with the overwhelming majority stating an
explicit preference for extraverted human conversation partners. Those stating that they did not
mind the extraversion level of their human conversation partner were in the minority across all
participant categories.

Table 9: The results from the survey question “Do you prefer interacting with introverts or
extraverts usually?”
Preference
Introverts
Extraverts
No preference

II
5
6
4

IE
7
6
2

EI
1
11
2

EE
1
10
1

Totals
14
23
19

Participants also answered two questions about their thoughts on the level of extraversion
of the agent with whom they had interacted. The first question was to rate on a scale of 1 to 5 the
level of extraversion of the agent as they perceived the agent to have behaved (Table 10). This
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question did not necessarily require the participant to view their agent as introverted or
extraverted, as 3 was an option on the scale, indicating a neutral personality. The question also
allowed participants to view the agent in non-binary terms for extraversion-introversion, so that
participants could mark that their agent was introverted, but not extremely so. Nevertheless,
participants overwhelmingly rated their agent as being on the end of the scale that represented
extraversion.
The rationale for why this might have been the case go beyond the scope of this thesis,
but a few ideas including issues due to the novelty of the agent, novelty of the task required,
unfamiliarity with voice command interfaces, and/or expectations of how guides tend to behave
in video games. Participants answered a question asking about their level of knowledge and prior
use of ECAs in the demographic survey before the experiment began. Responses to this question
show that the majority of participants had never interacted with an ECA before (38 responses),
while a minority had used an ECA before to some extent (21 responses). No participant reported
a high level of knowledge and/or interaction with ECAs, thus the expectation for how an ECA
should behave may have come from preconceived ideas from outside domains.

Table 10: The results from the survey question “How extraverted do you think the agent was?”
Participants could choose a response on a scale from 5, extremely extraverted, to 1,
extremely introverted
Scale
II
IE
EI
EE

5
6
11
7
7

4
9
2
4
2

3
0
1
1
2

2
0
0
1
0

1
0
1
1
0

average
4.4
4.5
4.1
4.5

The second question asked participants to give commentary on whether they thought the
agent they had interacted with was an introvert or an extravert, and to attempt to explicitly state
what clues led the participant to perceive the agent as being extroverted or introverted. The
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responses are grouped by guess and the results are detailed in Table 12. Returning to Table 10,
the set up the question presents some difficulties that are not addressed in the question
represented by Table 11, as some participants marked their agent as 3, or neutral, while this
question required participants to state that their agent was either one or the other personality.

Table 11: Responses to the survey question “Why do you think your agent was an introvert or an
extravert?”
Design/ Guess
II
IE
EI
EE

Introvert

Extravert

Unclear response

Correct
Guess

Incorrect
Guess

0
0
2
1

14
11
10
10

1
4
2
0

0
11
2
10

15
4
12
1

It is evident from Table 10 that it was not evident to users that their agent was an
introvert, the natural assumption was to think their agent was an extravert. The second part of the
survey question shown in Table 11 asked participants to give commentary on what had caused
them to think their agent was an extravert or an introvert. The three reasons given for why the
subjects thought the agent was an introvert were: "The way that she acted through the story made
her introvert rather than extravert"; "Introverted because she was acting crazy from being alone";
"She spoke in a low tone and low volume, and had some gestures that seemed to be an introvert".
Answers from subjects as to why they thought their agent was an extravert included that she was
talkative, she initiated all of the conversations, and that she liked to talk about herself and her
feelings.
Using the responses from the open-ended questions, it was possible to compare the
positivity, word counts, and formality from the test groups to confirm that the three variables
manipulated in the agent's dialogue reflected how extraverts and introverts actually
communicate. One data point was discarded as the response was written in Spanish. Table 12
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exhibits the results. It was expected that extroverts would have the highest average positivity as
the literature indicated that extroverts tend to be more positive. This was not the case however, as
the EI group had a lower average positivity than that of the II group. Furthermore, the II group
had a much higher average word count than the EE group, the group that was expected to write
the most given this group’s tendency to use more language. Finally, it was unexpected that the
second highest average formality score came from the EE group. It is entirely possible for all of
these findings that the sample population did not hold to the tendencies indicated in the literature.
It could also be that text responses do not reflect the same tendencies as dialogue, and thus an
oral survey would have yielded expected results.

Table 12: Average positivity, word count, and formality from the open response survey questions
Averages
EE
EI
IE
II

Average positivity
4.04
2.82
2.13
3.43

Average word count
66.27
100.28
89.5
82

Average formality
52
50.35
56.14
50.26

A T-test was conducted comparing the positivity, word count, and formality levels across
groups, the results of which are displayed in Table 13. The T-test found significance in the
introverted person matched with the introverted agent (II) versus the introverted person matched
with the extraverted agent (IE) for positivity. This was an unexpected result, as seen in Table 11,
those matched with an introverted agent were more positive. It could be the case that introverts
were less positive when interacting with an extroverted agent because of the discomfort of
interacting with a personality type not similar to their own. The other significant outcome was in
the comparison between II and IE for formality. Here, introverts paired with the extroverted
agent were significantly more formal than when matched with an introverted agent. A
comparison using a baseline metric, such as including a free text response prior to interacting
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with the agent, would provide insight as to whether the agent caused this result, or if the
introverts randomly paired with the extroverted agent in this experiment just happened to be
more formal.

Table 13: Results from the T-test on the positivity, word count, and formality expressed in the
open response survey questions of participants. * indicates under 0.05
T-tests
II/IE
II/EE
EE/EI
IE/EI

Positivity

Word count
0.03*
0.55
0.25
0.31

Formality
0.64
0.24
0.15
0.66

0.05*
0.43
0.48
0.06

A final measurement recorded from the free responses was whether participants
responded to the final non-required question asking for any further comments about the
experience. Table 14 shows the number of responses to this unrequired question. It is noteworthy
that while the EE group responded as expected, with a 90% response rate which holds true to the
idea of extroverts using more language in general, the EI group did not respond anywhere near to
the same degree. This could simply be that participants ran out of time and wished to leave, or it
could indicate that the agent influenced the participants to not be as verbose. It could also be that
the other groups did not realize this question was not required and answered assuming that it
was. The IE group responded more than the II group, which might promote the idea that the
agent influences the verbosity of the user. A baseline metric, perhaps requiring a free- response
prior to experimentation, could provide more insight into this hypothesis.
Table 14: Number of responses to final non-required question

II
IE
EI
EE

Number of responders

Percent

11
12
7
10

73
80
50
90
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
This thesis was exploratory in nature, largely because little research has been done about
the effect of dialogues in building rapport with agents, and also because few efforts have been
made to quantify the markers of extraversion in dialogue.

5.1

Quantitative results discussion
The literature shows discrepancies between whether Human-Virtual agent interactions

will be similar to the conclusions seen in psychology, or if all humans prefer an extraverted
agent. Having collected and analyzed the data, I can now discuss the results according to the
hypotheses.
H1: All subjects will establish a high level of rapport with the extraverted agent.
The data supports the conclusion that Hypothesis 1 is true. It was interesting that all
subjects suspected that their agent was an extravert when asked both in the question with the
scale, and when asked to explain which personality type they thought the agent had. The results
however show that there were significant differences in the perceived interactions between the
agents, seen in the effect size found between the two agent types (Table 8). The weighted and
overall averages (Table 5) suggest that the highest level of rapport was found with the
combination of the extraverted person and extraverted agent (EE), followed by the introverted
person with the extraverted agent (IE), then the extraverted person with the introverted agent
(EI), and finally the introverted person with the introverted agent (II). This hypothesis is thus
true based upon the mean averages of reported rapport.
However, the results from the T-test (Table 7) give some indication that while introverted
people preferred being with the extraverted agent (IE) over the introverted agent (II), they were
not as satisfied with this matching as extraverted people were with the extraverted agent (EE). It
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was surprising that there were few significant differences found in the emotional aspect of
rapport, as we expected this subsection of rapport to fluctuate due to the different agents.
Also notable is that there was not a significant result when comparing introverted people
matched with the introverted agent (II) versus introverted people matched with the extraverted
agent (IE). This could mean that either introverts in general do not find it as enjoyable an
experience to interact with agents as extraverts do, or that introverts have less of a preference in
the personality type of their conversational partner. The latter is more probable based upon the
results of Table 15, where participants explicitly stated their preference, and introverts showed
more variability in their preference than extraverted participants did.
H2: Extraverted subjects matched with an introverted agent will show the lowest level of
rapport.
The data supports the conclusion that this hypothesis is false. The mean values again
from Table 5 indicate that in fact the introverted person matched with the introverted agent (II)
had the lowest reported level of rapport. However, extraverted subjects matched with an
introverted agent (EI) had the next lowest level of reported rapport, evidenced in the mean
average scores.
It is worth noting that there were significant differences found (Tables 6 and 7) between
the extraverted subjects matched with an extraverted agent (EE) versus being matched with an
introverted agent (EI). This suggest that extraverted humans show the biggest drop in rapport
when matched with an agent dissimilar to their personality type, while introverts show little
change in rapport felt when interacting with the different agents.
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H3: While all subjects are expected to establish a high level of rapport with the extraverted
agent, subjects will report the highest level of rapport when interacting with the agent whose
extraversion level matches that of the subject.
The data supports the conclusion that this hypothesis is false. The mean average scores
(Table 5) show that extraverted people matched with extraverted agents (EE) showed the highest
reported rapport, however, introverts matched with introverted agents (II) showed the lowest
level of rapport. There was not a significant difference in the rapport felt between II and
introverts matched with the extraverted agent (IE). The significant difference found between EE
and II in Table 7 present some new questions; it is possible that introverts in general do not feel a
lot of rapport when interacting with agents, a hypothesis that is bolstered by the significant result
found in the T-test comparing IE with EE.

5.2

Qualitative results discussion
The qualitative aspect of this experiment was also exploratory. The questions partially served

to verify if the three features chosen to manipulate the dialogues of the agents were in fact the
most salient combination. Analysis of these data suggest that introverts were in fact less formal
and more positive when talking about the introverted agent, while they used more words and
were more formal when talking about the extraverted agent. Extraverts were less formal and used
fewer words when talking about the extraverted agent, but used more words and more formality
when describing the introverted agent. Dissimilar pairs were less positive when answer the free
response questions than when matched with the similar personality agent. The free responses
explaining why the introverted agent was perceived as an introverted agent were on par with
expectations, however the feedback that the agent initiated too many conversations to be an
introvert provides a point of reflection in designing introverted agents in the future.
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The final measurement in Table 14 shows a potential correlation. It might be the case that
subjects were simply in a hurry and did not answer this final question for that reason.
Nevertheless, it is of interest that extroverts, who tend to engage in dialogue more, were the
group with the lowest response rate when paired with introverted agent. Responses mostly
mentioned discomfort ("The dance in the credits was kind of weird =)") or constructive criticism
("make her move slower that way she would look more life like."). Positive responses were terse,
such as "it was fun". The EE group almost entirely responded to this final question in
comparison, and responses were generally positive, ranging from "I just enjoyed the fact how
technology has grown to make computers have interactions," to "That game was awesome.
Congratulations!" The majority of the II group responded to this final question and mostly
offered critiques (In example, "Had the voice recognition and other technical aspects performed
better, I think I could have developed a more emphatic relationship with the agent.") and a few
positive statements ("It was a pleasant experience. I had never done something like this before
and it was very easy to perform the tasks."). More of the IE group responded to this final
question than the II group, but offered only critiques that could be improved to the game to either
limit their discomfort ("The dance at the end was a bit freaky because her knees kept going
through each other. The game worked well for the most part, but had some errors when it came
to rendering and voice response. The lack of more than one emotion made the experience less
engaging, but the game was still great overall."), or to increase their engagement ("Probably to
be more involve on the scene we can have more projector on the other wall to have an 360 view
and feel more realistic."). The lesson from this part of the analysis seems to indicate that people
are more likely to respond when matched with an extroverted agent, and more likely to have a
negative outlook when interacting with a dissimilar agent.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
This thesis proved that while the literature from psychology consistently stated that humans
prefer interacting with others who have the same personality as, or are similar to, themselves,
humans do not report the highest level of rapport when interacting with an agent expressing the
same level of extraversion. Instead, all users show a higher level of rapport when interacting with
an extraverted agent.
Creating successful ECAs can be applied in numerous domains from education and therapy,
to commerce and training. In this case, the most successful ECA was the extraverted one. The
implications of this research has broad impacts, as the ability to model personality in speech will
be a big and necessary step towards natural-like human computer interaction. The results of the
experiments go partially against the conclusion of homophily from psychology, and suggest that
the best possible agent personality to use in Human-Virtual agent interactions is an extraverted
personality type. Furthermore, we can now conclude based upon these results that personality
type as externalized by dialogue impacts the behavioral subsection of rapport rather than the
emotional subsection.
This thesis was exploratory in nature as little research has been done in manipulating the
dialogues of agents to test rapport, and there has been little research done to quantify and then
test the dialogues of extraverted speech versus introverted speech. This thesis attempted both.
One limitation is that as this was a first foray into quantifying extraverted speech, it is entirely
possible that the dialogues of the agents could have been manipulated more to create a bigger
contrast in terms of formality, positivity, and word count. Additionally, the three features chosen
to manipulate were just three from the long list of available features that differ between
introverted and extraverted speech. Other features might have produced different results as their
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salience in the speech acts might have been different. Also, there is some indication that the
vocal qualities of the agent shows more of the personality type than the dialogue itself 136 137 138,
a feature that was not manipulated in the current experiment.
Future work in this area of research will test other features of extraverted speech to determine
if for example causation words or speech rate impacts the level of rapport felt more by human
users than the features that were used in this experiment.
Another area of research is long term rapport. Subjects in this experiment interacted with the
agent only once, it is possible that the level of rapport might change over multiple sessions.
Experiments conducted over the long term might find that introverts do show a preference for an
introverted agent.
Video recordings were made of all consenting participants in the experiment. This provides a
wealth of information on the paralinguistic behaviors of introverts and extroverts. A corpus
composed of the video recordings would serve as an interesting source to analyze further the
factors that differentiate extroverted and introverted speech acts.
Additionally, it would be an interesting experiment to determine if the positivity of the agent
influences the positivity level of the participant. Pre-survey questions with free-text responses
could be compared to post-test responses to measure the change in positivity. Similar
experiments could be conducted concerning formality and word count, and serve as a way to
improve speaking skills in these domains.

136Clifford

Ivar Nass, and Scott Brave. Wired for speech: How voice activates and advances the human-computer
relationship (Cambridge: MIT press, 2005).
137Justine Cassell and Timothy Bickmore. "Negotiated collusion: Modeling social language and its relationship
effects in intelligent agents," User Modeling and User-Adapted Interaction 13, no. 1-2 (2003): 89-132.
138Klaus R. Scherer. "Speech and emotional states," Speech evaluation in psychiatry (1981): 189-220.
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Finally, it is possible that the context of this experiment, a game to survive on a jungle island,
caused subjects to prefer the extraverted agent as is this agent seemed more knowledgeable about
surviving than the introverted agent. It might be the case that introverts prefer an introverted
agent when interacting in the context of education.
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APPENDIX A
RUBRIC
For every speech act,
1. The word count of the introvert will be less than the word count of the extravert,
2. The formality of the introvert will be more than the formality of the extravert (as
measured by the formula from (Heylighen and Dewaele 2002)),
3. The positivity of the introvert will be less than the positivity of the extravert (as measured
by the LIWC)
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APPENDIX B
Feature
I
Speech rate (Gill and Oberlander 2002) (Furnham 1990)
Assertions (“I need to” versus “I am trying to”) (Gill and Oberlander 2002)
Use of hedge expressions (Gill and Oberlander 2002)
“,and” “,but” (Gill and Oberlander 2002)
“,which” (Gill and Oberlander 2002)
Self-focus (Gill and Oberlander 2002)
Length of discussion on one topic (Gill and Oberlander 2002)
# of words said /speech act (Isbister and Nass 2000)
Formality (Hello versus hi(Furnham 1990; Gill and Oberlander 2002;
Chen, Naveed et al. 2010)
Verbs, adverbs, pronouns (implicit language) (Gill and Oberlander 2002)
(Scherer and Scherer 1981; Furnham 1990)
Positivity (Gill and Oberlander 2002) (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al. 2012)
Negations (Gill and Oberlander 2002)
Tentative words (“I should be” vs “ I will be”) (Gill and Oberlander 2002)
Causation words (Gill and Oberlander 2002)
Inclusive/exclusive words (Gill and Oberlander 2002)
Exactitude in quantification, concreteness (Gill and Oberlander 2002)
Pervasive use of nouns, adjectives, prepositions (explicit language)
(Oberlander and Gill 2004) (Furnham 1990)
Conjunctions (Oberlander and Gill 2004)
Past participle verbs (Oberlander and Gill 2004)
[conj vbn] and [conj adv] bigrams preferred (Oberlander and Gill 2004)
[conj vbn prn] preferred (Oberlander and Gill 2004)
Prefer collocations of punctuation adjectives nouns and POSs (Oberlander
and Gill 2004)
Prefer collocations of verbs and pronouns (Oberlander and Gill 2004)
Social dialogue (Cassell and Bickmore 2003)
Task-only dialogue (Cassell and Bickmore 2003)
Mixed initiative (Chen, Naveed et al. 2010)
Give more compliments (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al. 2012)
Focused on reaching agreements (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al. 2012)
Lexical composition (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al. 2012) (Furnham 1990)
Tell information (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al. 2012)
Ask for information (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al. 2012)
Express wishes and opinions (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al. 2012)
Express facts (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al. 2012)
Disclose opinion implicitly (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al. 2012)
Acknowledge information received(no opinion) (Bosch, Brandenburgh et
al. 2012)
Wish in subjective terms (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al. 2012)
Wish in factual/discrete terms (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al. 2012)
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Provide details to answer questions (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al. 2012)
Detail is only factual and straightforward (Bosch, Brandenburgh et al.
2012)
Disfluency (Furnham 1990)
Accent, regionality (Furnham 1990)
Tend to talk louder (Scherer and Scherer 1981)
Silent pauses (Scherer and Scherer 1981; Nass and Brave 2005)
Favor more neutral qualifiers like “perhaps” and “maybe”(Nass and Brave
2005; Metze, Black et al. 2011)
Likelihood to interrupt (Nass and Brave 2005)
Tend to use assertions and commands (Nass, Moon et al. 1995)
Use facilitative tags to invite the listener to respond(Nass and Brave 2005)
Tend to use “the most” and “the worst” to describe the world in absolute
terms (Isbister and Nass 2000)
Tend to use highly expressive language, filling their speech with
adjectives, adverbs and more words overall (Isbister and Nass 2000)
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APPENDIX D
Scene 1
Introvert
Hello? Hello?

Positivity
2.24

WC
128

Formality
Nouns: 25

Are you alright?

Adjectives:
7

Are you ok?

Prepositions:
10

Was there
anyone with
you?
Do you think
there are any
survivors?

Articles: 8

I have not seen
any other
survivors, I think
you are the only
one.
Can you walk?
I hope so.

Verbs: 33

Come on follow
me
It looks like we
are stuck here on
the island.
It might take a
while for us to
get rescued.
I think we may
survive if we
stay together.

My name is
Lina.
What is your
name?
It is very nice to
meet you!
I landed here 7
days ago.
It has been hard
to survive even

Pronouns:
25

Adverbs: 13
Interjections:
0
Formality is
39.0

Extrovert
Hey wake up, can you
hear me? Helloooo
Are you okay? I'm so
glad to see you are
alive!
How does everything
feel, champ? Anything
broken?
You look all right to
me. Were you alone?

Positivity
4.04

WC
196

Formality
Nouns: 41
Adjectives:
11
Prepositions:
13
Articles: 10

I'm sorry I'll let you
catch your breath. Do
you think there are any
survivors?
I don’t see anyone else
around here.

Pronouns:
42

Can you walk?
I hope you can get up
some strength to walk!
Come on, follow me.

Adverbs: 15
Interjections:
0
Formality is
32.0

Anyway, welcome to
being stuck in
paradise!
It might take a while to
get rescued, I guess we
should get comfy in
our new tropical home.
I think we will have a
greater chance of
surviving if we stay
together, what do you
think?
Oh, I'm so sorry,
where are my manners,
my name is Lina.
How about you, what's
your name?
Great to meet you, I'm
so glad I'm not alone
anymore!
Well I've been on this
island for a few days
now.
It's pretty nice, lots of
beautiful nature to see.
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Verbs: 54

though it looks
like paradise.
The storms are
usually bad,
much like this
one.
We need to find
shelter. Let's go
to a cave that I
know of and
spend the night
there.

Oh man, it looks like
the storm that brought
you here is still coming
this way.
Come, let’s go to a
cave to take shelter in,
we can talk more there.

Scene 2
Introvert
This might not
be bad for the
night.

Positivity
1.45

WC
65

Formality
Nouns: 16

Do you know
how to build a
fire?

Adjectives:
4

Oh, I know how
to make one too.

Prepositions:
6

I left some tinder
in another part
of the cave, let's
go get it.
No? I know how
to make one, my
dad taught me.

Articles: 10

We need dry
tinder, such as
dry grass or tree
bark, and
kindling.
I left some tinder
in another part
of the cave, let's
go get it.

Verbs: 15

Pronouns: 8

Adverbs: 2

Extrovert
This is a good place to
stay. Now we just need
some water and food,
and we can make it
even cozier with some
fire! Let’s make it
comfortable for our
stay, I'm glad you are
my roomie here
To build a fire we need
to do it like they do it in
the movies. Have you
seen how they do it?
Great, we can work on
it together. It's a cliché
and it should work, I
learned with my Dad.
I left some tinder in
another part of the
cave, we can use that,
let's go get it.
We can work on it
together. It's a cliché
and all but it works, I
learned with my Dad.
We just need a few
things to make it.

I left some tinder in
another part of the
cave, we can use that,
let's go get it.

Interjections:
0
Formality is
55.0

Positivity
2.74

WC
163

Formality
Nouns: 26

Adjectives:
5

Prepositions:
14

Articles: 16

Pronouns:
35

Verbs: 30

Adverbs: 7

Interjections:
0
Formality is
44.0
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Scene 3
Introvert
This should do
the job.
Alright!
We're not a bad
team together.
Tonight I finally
won't be cold to
go to sleep

Positivity
4.06

WC
239

Formality
Nouns: 34
Adjectives:
15
Prepositions:
16
Articles: 22

So to build the
fire...
Should I try first?

Pronouns:
26
Verbs: 47

Well ok.

Adverbs: 20

I remember you
should put the
tinder in the
center and make
the tepee shape.
Then keep
striking until
there are some
sparks.
Sure

Interjections:
0

I can try in that
case.

The fire starts
with a lot of
friction…

I saw a spark!
There is the
spark!
To be honest I
did not think we
would be able to
make the fire.
It's so dark out,
it's not safe to go
out.

Formality is
47.0

Extrovert
Looks like we have
everything we need!
Super job!
We make a great team!
Ha, I am so cheerful
now, I’ve been
freezing every night
before you got here, so
I am really happy to be
warm.
Now, to build the
fire...
What do you think,
should I try building it
first?
All right hot shot! I'll
show you how it’s
done.
I placed the tinder in
the center and built the
tepee shape. Now just
need some sparks to
get it going.
I just get a bit more
friction and then it gets
hot enough to burn.
Believe in the flame!
All right champion! I'll
show you how it’s
done.
I placed the tinder in
the center and built the
tepee shape. Now just
need some sparks to
get it going.
Just get a bit more
friction and then it gets
hot enough to burn.
Come on, come on,
come on!
Believe in the flame!
I have it! I can see a
baby spark!
I am really impressed.
We work great
together, we really are
a great team!
I guess we should wait
until morning to go out
looking for food, it's
much too dark to see
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Positivity
4.47

WC
353

Formality
Nouns: 65
Adjectives:
22
Prepositions:
21
Articles: 25

Pronouns:
47
Verbs: 74

Adverbs: 32

Interjections:
0

Formality is
40.0

anything tasty there
might be to eat!
We can wait until
tomorrow, it'll be safer
then. Let's enjoy
what’s left of the
night.
Look at those stars.
Have you ever seen
anything like it?

We cannot go
until the morning
to find food.

Look at those
stars. Have you
ever seen
anything like it?
You must be
from a rural area.
We don't see
many where I am
from.
You must be
from a city then.

Oh yeah? You must be
from a rural area.

You must be from a
big city then. They
sure are beautiful.
I'm so happy that you
are here!

It’s nice to not be
alone for a
change.
I think I have
started to value
all the simple
things a lot more
while being here.
It is not as easy
to be comfortable
here.
It was worse
before you got
here.

It is so great to have
company finally.

I think I even started
talking to myself.
I would've been happy
to talk to a volleyball
if one had washed up.
Talking with you is
much better though!
Well I'm gonna hit the
hay. I'm so sleepy,
goodnight and sweet
dreams!

I'm tired, I think
I'll go to sleep.
Goodnight!

Scene 4
Introvert
Good morning.

Positivity
3.57

WC
136

Formality
Nouns: 33

How did you
sleep, champion
snorer of the
world?

Adjectives:
7

I have never been
this hungry
before.

Prepositions:
11

Extrovert
Hey! Good morning
sleepy head!
Oh man last night you
were snoring so
incredibly loud that I
thought we were
actually in a bear cave.
You are a snoring
champion!
How did you sleep?
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Positivity
4.19

WC
218

Formality
Nouns: 44
Adjectives:
14

Prepositions:
16

There wasn’t
much food to eat
when I first
crashed here
The storm from
last night is gone,
we should go
find something to
eat finally,
Do you agree?

Articles: 14

Ok, let's go.

Adverbs: 12

There might be
some fish to eat.

Interjections:
0

I do not think I
like this idea. It
is not fair to
make one person
do all the work.
There is not a lot
of the kindle left
from last night.

Formality is
53.0

We have not
seen even a trace
of any animals
other than birds
and fish, but I do
not think birds
will be easy to
catch. It is not
like I am Rocky
Balboa.
However, the
kindle may serve
some use for
fishing in a river.
Let's go try it
out.

Pronouns:
13

Verbs: 34

Super! I'm feeling
rested, and now I'm
hungry enough to eat a
hippo.
I have only found a bit
of food to eat since I
arrived

Articles: 17

Hopefully there is
more to find, and
hopefully it is edible
I bet you are really
hungry too, we both
have not eaten in a
while.
The first thing we
should do today is find
something to fill up
on! Are you ready to
head out?
Great! That's the spirit!

Verbs: 50

Come on paradise
partner, the sooner we
find food the sooner
we can eat it! Let's go
together, it'll be more
fun if we both go!
I saved some of the
kindle, I thought we
could use them as
walking sticks, and
now I have an even
better idea.

So far I've only seen
birds and fish on our
little chunk of
paradise.
I mean I'm normally as
fast as Rocky and the
Road runner
combined, so maybe
that can be our second
meal instead.
I bet this will be great
stuff though and we
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Pronouns:
34

Adverbs: 25

Interjections:
0

Formality is
41.0

could try using it to
fish! Let's go find out.
Scene 5
Introvert
This is not as
awful as it was
chasing after
birds!

Positivity
5.26

WC
152

Formality
Nouns: 35

Let's try this
spot,

Adjectives:
8

it looks like it
has some
promise.

Prepositions:
11

Have you ever
fished without a
rod and reel?
I used to go
fishing with my
dad when I was
younger

Articles: 15

but we always
had our fishing
rods and bait.
This could be a
setback, but
stabbing them
could maybe be
one approach.
Oh ok.

Verbs: 32

I used to go
fishing with my
dad all of the
time, I can try to
teach you.
Aiming and
stabbing would
be the best way
to catch them.
we just have to
be careful.

Formality is
54.0

Nice job!

Pronouns:
19

Extrovert
I hope the fish we catch
taste like flounder,
those are my absolute
favorite. Especially
with butter and
garlic…yummy!
I think it's obvious I've
been here for a while
haha I'm dreaming of a
full stomach!
Let's try this spot, it
looks like it's
overflowing with fish,
surely a very promising
place!
Have you ever fished? I
mean, without a fishing
rod?
Ok Cool, well, I used
to go fishing with my
dad when I was
younger but we always
had our fishing rods
and bait.
The key is just to be
patient!

Positivity
6.86

WC
278

Formality
Nouns: 55

Adjectives:
20

Prepositions:
18

Articles: 25

Pronouns:
38

Verbs: 62

Adverbs: 10

But here we can try to
stab them, I think this
would be the best way
to catch them.

Adverbs: 26

Interjections:
0

Well not to worry! I
used to go fishing with
my dad all of the time.
It’ll be a piece of cake
even without a fishing
rod, I’ll show you how
to catch them.

Interjections:
0

Aiming and stabbing at
them will be the best
way to catch them, just
be careful.
These fish are pretty
slippery... we only need
a couple more!
Who would have
known I had such sick
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Formality is
46.0

fishing skills? This is
so much fun!
Awesome! I think I’ll
get just one more!
Wow nice one! I got
that one smack in the
center! And I see
another one!
Yeah, I got one!
One more!

We only need a
few more.
This is fun right?

I got one.
Maybe one last
one.
one more.
that one got
away
good job!
ok

That one got away!
This is awesome!
Super awesome!
Ok, this ought to do.
We should only get
what we are going to
eat, because otherwise
we might attract new
friends with the left
overs who might not be
so friendly.
That was pretty fun
though! Let's go back
to home sweet home
and cook!

I think this is
enough of a
catch or else the
scent of the
remains will
attract predators.
Alright let's go
cook!
Scene 6
Introvert
At last it is time
for a fresh meal,
no more berries
for me for
tonight!
The cleaning of
the fish is not
nearly as fun as
catching the fish.
Raw fish is not
my favorite thing.
I guess I liked
fishing before
since it was time
that I got to spend
with my dad.
Do you miss your
family?

Positivity
3.65

WC
301

Formality
Nouns: 64
Adjectives:
18

Extrovert
Let’s heat this up,
stat.
I'm starving, this is
going to be amazing!

Prepositions:
35

Cleaning is almost as
fun as fishing.

Prepositions:
36

Articles: 26

Almost.

Articles: 33

Pronouns:
46

I am so much more
fond of live fish,

Pronouns:
67

Verbs: 57

dad always cleaned
the fish for me,

Verbs: 109
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Positivity
4.25

WC
471

Formality
Nouns: 93
Adjectives:
28

I know that all of
my family is
worried too, my
sister, my mother,
and my father.
I guess in a way
that's better right
now.

Adverbs: 26

all I was ever doing
was showing up and
eating!

Adverbs: 39

Interjections:
0

Interjections:
0

But we did
survive crashes
here, so we have
that going for us.
I am sure your
friends miss you.
Let's make a
promise.

Formality is
57.0

I loved fishing before
because it was my
chance to spend some
time with my Dad.
Do you miss your
family?

That we will get
off this island
together and make
it home to our
homes and
families
and I will take
you to meet my
family and we
will eat some of
my mom's
awesome cooking
Agh, I nearly
burned the fish!
Better well done
than raw.
Be careful with all
of the bones!

So I have been
thinking that we
need to work on
signaling for help.
The fastest and
easiest thing to do
probably, is to
create an SOS
signal out of
wood or rocks
close to the beach.
Maybe something
large enough so

They must be worried
sick about you!
I know my parents
and sister must be
going crazy with
worry too.
That is so sad!

But we both survived
crashing here, I bet
we are really going
places with our lives.

But I will bet
everyone is missing
you like crazy.
It's been hard……I
mean I might not ever
see them again.
My mom and her
delicious cooking,
fishing with my dad,
arguing with my
sister.
I should have
appreciated them
more……
Let's make a promise
together

we will get off this
island together and
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Formality is
37.0

that it can be seen
from the air, or
even perhaps a
boat.
What are your
thoughts?

We should maybe
also set up a
smoke signal for
ships or
helicopters that
pass by near the
beach.
I do not know
how to get
attention without
us there
constantly.
Even if we are
there they might
not see us from
far away.
The worst
consequence
would be that no
one sees it.
Don't tell my
mom how much I
liked this fish. I
was famished!
A nap would be
nice, but let's go
work on the
signal.

make it back to
everything

and when we do I'm
going to take you to
meet my family and
we are going to eat all
of my mom's
awesome cooking
Wow, look at me,
almost got a lump of
charcoal fish for my
carbon rich diet!

I think they are ready,
maybe a bit burned
but I will take that
any day over raw fish.
Be careful not to
swallow any bones!

Chow time!

Oh wow I feel good
after all this food.

Anyway, I guess it’s
time to start thinking
about how we can get
off this island.
We should try to
signal for help
somehow.
and if that doesn’t
work then we could
always try making a
raft,
The fastest and easiest
thing to do in my
opinion is to create an
SOS signal out of
wood or rocks close
to the beach.
Something large
enough so that it can
be seen from the air,
or even perhaps a
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boat. What do you
think?
We should also set up
a smoke signal just in
case any ships and
helicopters pass by
near the beach.
I think it is the best
way to gain attention
without us having to
make an effort
constantly and be over
there. Even if we are
there they might not
see us.
Try to be proactive. I
even think we could
try out a smoke signal
of sorts.
The worst thing that
could happen would
be wasting a day on it.
The best would be
getting rescued.
So incredibly
delicious! Wonderful,
absolutely best meal
that I ate on this
island. I guess when
you are hungry
everything tastes
heavenly.
Napping would be
super now, but I think
we should probably
head back to the
beach and start
working at getting
rescued!
Scene 7
Introvert
I do not think we
will get anywhere
if we just sit here
and wait to be
rescued. Let's be
productive and
work on the rescue
sign.
I think we should
try making a
message with
rocks, it will be

Positivity
1.55

WC
129

Formality
Nouns: 28

Extrovert
Alright paradise
partner, let's be
productive about
getting rescued!

Adjectives:
5

Okay so we are going
to have to gather
some type of thing to
spell out SOS, which
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Positivity
3.09

WC
187

Formality
Nouns: 30

Adjectives:
7

more noticeable
than branches.
What is your
preference?
The branches may
get swept away by
the waves though.
Maybe we should
try the rocks first.

do you think is more
noticeable wood or
rocks?
Prepositions:
11
Articles: 11

Rocks will last
longer even
though the sign
takes longer to
assemble.

Pronouns:
16

Could you go up
there and
supervise how the
sign looks?
How does the SOS
sign look from
where you are?

Verbs: 31

Ok

Interjections:
0

I think I will go
catch another
couple of fish, I'm
hungry again and
can't concentrate.
Maybe take a
break and then
meet me in the
cave. See you
later!

Formality is
48.0

Adverbs: 11

The branches may get
swept away by the
waves though.
Let's try placing the
rocks first then we
can use the branches
for a bonfire!
I agree, it might take
longer to gather
rocks, but at least we
know they are more
long lasting than
branches.
Plus there should be
enough rocks here to
build a really good
signal!
It would be great if
you could tell me
how it looks from up
there. I'll write the
sign in the meantime
So how does it look
from up there?! Is it
clear enough?!
Awesome! Got it!

Prepositions:
17
Articles: 12

Pronouns:
21

Verbs: 38

Adverbs: 16

Interjections:
0
Formality is
45.0

Since you are already
up there, you might
want to head to the
cave. I'm still hungry
so I'll try to catch
another fish. Take a
break, you earned it!

Scene 8
Introvert
It's a helicopter!
Go signal it!

Positivity
0

WC
6

Formality
Nouns: 3

Extrovert
That sound! It's a
helicopter! You can
make it, go and
signal it!

Adjectives:
0
Prepositions:
0
Articles: 1
Pronouns: 2

Positivity
0

WC
13

Formality
Nouns: 2

Adjectives:
1
Prepositions:
0
Articles: 2
Pronouns: 4
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Verbs: 1
Adverbs: 0
Interjections:
0
Formality is
50.0

Verbs: 3
Adverbs: 0
Interjections:
0
Formality is
49.0

Scene 9
Introvert
I have to try to
signal the
helicopter!

Positivity
0

WC
5

Formality
Nouns: 1

Extrovert
I have to hurry and
signal the helicopter
before it leaves!

Positivity
0

WC
11

Adjectives:
0
Prepositions:
0
Articles: 1
Pronouns: 1
Verbs: 3
Adverbs: 0
Interjections:
0
Formality is
49.0

Formality
Nouns: 1

Adjectives:
0
Prepositions:
1
Articles: 1
Pronouns: 2
Verbs: 4
Adverbs: 0
Interjections:
0
Formality is
48.0

Scene 10
Introvert
We survived! I'll
never forget you.

Positivity
0

WC
6

Formality
Nouns: 0

Extrovert
I survived thanks to
you, we are so
lucky. I'll never
forget you.

Adjectives:
0
Prepositions:
0
Articles: 0
Pronouns: 3
Verbs: 2
Adverbs: 1
Interjections:
0
Formality is
47.0

Positivity
15.38

WC
13

Formality
Nouns: 1

Adjectives:
1
Prepositions:
0
Articles: 0
Pronouns: 5
Verbs: 3
Adverbs: 2
Interjections:
0
Formality is
46.0
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APPENDIX E
<scene "i4Scene_wake">
<episode "discussfood1">
<do emotion "Neutral" hands "Idle" Locomotion "Default" upperBody "Stretch"
isSpecial "false" special "none">
<pause "5">
<speak "wake1i.wav" "Good morning.">
<pause "1">
<do emotion "Happy" hands "Idle" Locomotion "Default" upperBody "Default" isSpecial
"false" special "none">
<pause "1">
<speak "wake2i.wav" "How did you sleep, champion snorer of the world?">
<pause "1">
<decide speech>
<createRule "wildcard">
<go "discussfood3"> </go>
<tag "wc">
<items "wildcard">
</tag>
</rule>
</decide>
</episode>

<episode "discussfood3">
<do emotion "Happy" hands "Idle" Locomotion "Default" upperBody "CrossedArms"
isSpecial "false" special "none">
<speak "wake3i.wav" "I have never been this hungry before.">
<pause "1">
<speak "wake4i.wav" "There wasnt much food to cook when I first crashed here">
<pause "1">
<speak "wake5i.wav" "The storm from last night is gone, we should go find something to
eat finally, ">
<pause "1">
<speak "wake6i.wav" "do you agree?">
<pause "1">
<decide speech>
<createRule "headoutforfood">
<go "discussfood3a"> </go>
<tag "getthatfood">
<items "Yeah lets go" "Lets go together" "Yes" "Yeah"
"Sounds like fun" "Lets get out of here" "sure" "sure lets head out"
"of course">
</tag>
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<go "discussfood3b"> </go>
<tag "dontgetfood">
<items "No way" "Go somewhere else" "Look elsewhere"
"No" "Nope" "no thanks">
</tag>
</rule>
</decide>
</episode>

<episode "discussfood3a">
<do emotion "Happy" hands "Idle" Locomotion "Default" upperBody "Excitement"
isSpecial "false" special "none">
<speak "wake7i.wav" "Ok, let's go.">
<pause "1">
<speak "wake8i.wav" "Maybe we can find some fish there.">
<pause "1">
<go "discussfood4"> </go>
</episode>

<episode "discussfood3b">
<do emotion "Angry" hands "Idle" Locomotion "Default" upperBody "CrossedArms"
isSpecial "false" special "none">
<speak "wake9i.wav" "I do not think I like this idea. It is not fair to make one person do
all the work.">
<pause "1">
<go "discussfood4"> </go>
</episode>
<episode "discussfood4">
<pause "1">
<do emotion "Neutral" hands "Idle" Locomotion "Default" upperBody "Pointing"
isSpecial "false" special "none">
<pause "2">
<speak "wake10i.wav" "There is not a lot of the kindle left from last night.">
<pause "1">
<speak "wake11i.wav" "We have not seen even a trace of any animals other than birds
and fish, but I do not think birds will be easy to catch. It is not like I am Rocky Balboa.">
<pause "1">
<speak "wake12i.wav" "However, the kindle may be serve some use for fishing in a
river.">
<pause "1">
<speak "wake13i.wav" "Let's go try it out.">
<pause "1">
</episode>
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<nextscene "i5Scene_fishing">
</scene>
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APPENDIX F
II

IE

EE

EI

Weighted average
Overall average

3.21
3.46

3.34
3.59

3.66
3.93

3.31
3.57

Overall standard deviation
Emotional average
Emotional standard
deviation
Cognitive average
Cognitive standard
deviation
Behavioral average
Behavioral standard
deviation

9.71
2.55
4.49

10.68
2.78
4.29

8.83
3.2
4.9

10.48
2.77
5.37

3.88
3.84

3.86
3.79

4.04
3.03

3.88
3.01

3.22
3.97

3.36
3.85

3.74
2.01

3.28
4.07

Table 15- The averages and standard deviations in the partial set (includes data only
from participants who finished the Jungle Game)
ANOVA
EE/II
EE/IE
EE/EI
II/IE
II/EI
IE/EI
I person/E person
I agent/E agent

Overall
0.048579**
0.260265
0.132954
0.409999
0.713014
0.673517
0.355071
0.115332

Overallcognitive
0.017938**
0.18726
0.096944*
0.283523
0.623529
0.621624
0.276897
0.062374*

Emotional
0.082109
0.314889
0.282466
0.359581
0.607338
0.776588
0.348851
0.170561

Cognitive

Behavioral

0.542305
0.615811
0.47135
0.922265
0.969423
0.886906
0.760326
0.882906

0.012295**
0.117974
0.039424**
0.30362
0.749494
0.511864
0.29599
0.039186**

Table 16- The results of a one way ANOVA test on the partial set, * indicates under 0.10, **
indicates under 0.05
T-Test
EE/II
EE/IE
EE/EI
II/IE
II/EI
IE/EI
I person/E
person
I agent/E agent

overall
0.042471 **
0.240649
0.120109
0.409999
0.714084
0.673743
0.354572

overall cognitive
0.013828 **
0.166024
0.081601*
0.283523
0.62576
0.623309
0.278539

0.114427

0.060632*

emotional

cognitive

behavioral

0.074885*
0.311709
0.263276
0.359581
0.609595
0.779017
0.353973

0.534079
0.606482
0.477216
0.922265
0.969197
0.885932
0.756231

0.006996**
0.088491*
0.028435372**
0.30362
0.750189
0.513749
0.296871

0.165746

0.883953

0.037104**

Table 17- the results of a T-test on the partial data set, * indicates under 0.10, ** indicates
under 0.05
Effect size
EE/II
EE/IE
EE/EI
II/IE

overall

emotional
0.77*
0.54
0.59
0.18
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cognitive
0.69*
0.45
0.41
0.26

0.24
0.27
0.28
0.02

behavioral
1.05**
0.78*
0.91**
0.21

II/EI
IE/EI
I person/E person
I agent/E agent

0.14
0.04
0.24
0.33

0.22
0.016
0.29
0.31

0
0.02
0.11
0.08

0.09
0.11
0.29
0.43

Table 18 – the effect sizes in the partial set of data, * indicates greater than 0.6, **
indicates greater than 0.80
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